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Lasallian Values:
Teaching as a INork in Progress

I

n the spring of 1962, after completing a six-month
active duty assignment in the Navy, I was job-hunting.
One of my professors at La Salle encouraged me to apply
for a faculty position in the Accounting Department.
Teaching, I rea oned, is worth a try for a year before
I decide what to do with my life.
Forty years later, I realize teaching, especially at
La Salle, was one of God's blessings bestowed on me.
In many ways, it is a profession that provides psychic
income that tran cends the concept of money. It is
humanistic, and often very personal and enriching beyond
description. The shared journey between professor and
student is, metaphorically speaking, equivalent to sharing
a row boat with two oars at the edge of a lake. How far
the boat travels is a function of the symbiotic relationship
created by both student and professor rowing together
with passion, determination, and commitment to a joint
mission. The student's success is also the teacher's. The
relationship is not adversarial, rather it is one of advocacy.
And, the student's failure is, to some degree, also the
teacher's.
What one finds as he or she accepts a faculty position
is, at first glance, rather intimidating. Challenge, struggle,
late-night preparations, self-doubt, frustration, and great
insecurity driven by the need to learn more and more are
to be expected. Yet, it is incredibly fulfilling because your
life's work matters. Involvement with young people who

Guest commentator Associate Professor of
Accounting John F "Jack " Reardon, '58 (right),
received La Salle 's first Provost's Distinguished
Faculty Award from Provost Dr. Richard Nigro in
1999. Reardonjoined the faculty in 1962, teaching accounting, and received the Lindback
Award for Distinguished
Teaching in 1969.

are at an intersection on the highway of life enables you
to have the opportunity to help them find the right exit
for their personal destinations.
When you play the role of mentor, not critic, you are
fulfilling a human need found within yourself. Is it not a
natural high to help others? When tudents are in pursuit of the an wer and you help them discover that it is
not the answer that is important but the search for the
answer, you have achieved. The greatest gift one can
provide for learners is to allow them to find the answer
on their own. When students comprehend the difference
between wisdom and intelligence, and realize that failure is a powerful learning tool as long as it is a temporary state, you the teacher are no longer needed. At that
point, set the student free.
An important issue that mu t not be forgotten is the
role of self-esteem. For students, what matter most is
how they feel about themselves. Nothing supercedes this
belief. And the professor is in an ideal position to help
bring this feeling to the surface. Indeed, it is incumbent
upon the mentor to pursue this with relentlessness.
One of the misunderstood aspects of teaching is the
realization that learning is a reciprocal relationship. The
student is also teaching. So many students for so many
years have provided me with profound wisdom. At the
personal level there are so many memories of so many
faces and so many experiences. The young man who
gave me a gift on the last day of clas and died in
Vietnam one year later. The day after the Columbine
shootings, when my class and I prayed. September
12, 2001, when I wept uncontrollably in class as
I attempted to explain-to a group of students
who were not born at the time-the sacrifices of
so many Americans in the service of their country. And, I felt no embarrassment.
Lastly, I remember so many colleagues who
were so generous in sharing their knowledge
and expertise with me when I was truggling to improve as a young
teacher. Most of them are dead,
but only in the physical sense.
The Lasallian Family lives
on through the rest of us.
One person's legacy is
another's benchmark.
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ood teachers
are not hard to find
at La Salle University.
In fact, they are everywhere. They
are part of the University 's past and
present, and they will certainly be here
in the future.
We at La Salle Magazine decided to pay
tribute to these loved and respected educators by
collecting reminiscences from people they have inspired.
It sounded simple enough, but we were soon overwhelmed
by the sheer volume of stories and the mounting list of
names. So many. And such a variety of names, spanning
decades and departments. We realized our cover story could
tum into a lifetime project, but thanks to Brother Joseph
Grabenstein, ' 73, University Archivist, we made great strides.
He dug up old photographs and shared his vast knowledge of
La Salle hi story with us.
As you read through the stories in this issue, you may not see the
name of your favorite professor. We hope you will understand our constraints of space and time. We intend this cover story to be a beginning, not
an end. You can help u by taking a moment to write about a favorite educator who made a po itive difference in your life. In a future issue, we will
print a collection of these sto1ies, so that everyone can be inspired by the
dedication, the generosity, and the love of our very best assets .
We also welcome any questions you may have about your former
instructors (where are they now?). We will do our best to answer your
questions in future issue of the magazine.
To send us a story or question , you may enter your comments directly
on our Website, www.lasalle.edu/alumni , or you may write to u care of: The
Editor, La Salle Magazine, 1900 W. Olney Ave. , Philadelphia, PA 19141.
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BY JOHN RODDEN,

'78

l(Teachjng is our mission!"

\

went the old slogan
from La Salle's
Admissions Office.
What always astounds me, especially
as I look back two decades and more,
is that it wasn't at all hype.
How many times did I witness the
small daily miracle of classroom arti try
wrought by a great teacher at La Salle?
How many times was I inspired by its
beauty and power, by it reverence for
the minds and souls present?
Extravagant language? A utopian
flight? No apologies from me on thjs
one. Only those who have experienced
love know what it is, and can transmit
it to others. And these teachers knew.
They were and are prulosophers in the
deepest sense of the word: lovers of
the truth. By no means were my best
La Salle teachers necessarily intellectuals or rughly published scholars. No,
they were scholars in a more important
sense: seekers--or rather, finders--of
wisdom. And they were and are men
and women wimng to share their finds
with the rest of us.
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Did I have a remarkable experience
at La Salle? Definitely. And my
impression of its special character
grows ever stronger with the pa sing
years. Not every student has my experience-and yet, I'm often surprised
how many of my old classmates
emerged with a simjlar sen e of their
extraordinary good fortune in attending La Salle.
I've spent most of my file involved
in rugher education. I've been a profesor myself and still teach occasionally.
So my "wisdom teachers" from
La Salle have been especially important
to me, serving not only as voice of the
spirit, but a vocational guides, too. Yes,
I was blessed during the 1970s to have
tudied with several masters of the
craft, men and women whose teaching
and conversation inspired me to pursue
teaching as a Ufe' calling.
How to describe them as a group?
Pedagogical missionaries. And my
young life was the beneficiary of their
missionary zeal.
What had that boy to give them in
return? Notrung--except gratitude. Or
so that boy believed.

But no, it was far more than that, I
now realize: the promise, unvoiced yet
somehow understood among them,
one day to pas the treasure on.
The Heaven 's bounty I've reaped
from these Explorers in the realm of
Intellect! More than a quarter century
after leaving most of their clas rooms-when I've long forgotten the
dates and names and definitions-I
discover them still teachjng me in
ways I only now appreciate. I find
myself till drawing on our shared
moments, their half-Uve far from
exhausted, renewing me in ways I ever
more value.
How long the roster stretches:
Claude Koch, '40; John Keenan, ' 52;
Jim Butler, ' 67; Vince Kling, '68; Barb
Millard, Pat Haberstroh, Jack Seydow,
' 65; Margie Allen-and that's just my
honor roll of the English Department
faculty! What about Mike Kerlin, ' 57;
Jack Rossi, '58; Dave Efroymson ; Bert
Strieb; Geffrey Kelly, '54; Brother Joe
Burke, '68; Brother Gerry Molyneaux,
'58; and Sam Wiley?
And then there are those numerous other in the La Salle administration who taught me so much outside
the classroom: Fred Foley, and
Brothers Dan Burke, Emery
Mollenhauer, Pat Ellis, and Arthur
Bangs. And still others with whom
my contact was briefer, and yet who
communicated some invaluable le son. Some of my great Explorers
aren't even affiliated with La Salle
any more, such as Mike Dillon.
Others have passed away (and are
probably now holding advanced
seminars with St. John Baptist de
La Salle), uch as Claude Koch .
Ah, Claude Koch! Did I, as a boy
of 19, even have an inkling of the
treasure bestowed on me by my first
Shakespeare professor, Claude Koch?
Even we tudents called rum, affectionately (though never to ms face),
"Claude." Did I ever fathom ms countless hours of devotion in preparing our
classes and reading my work? There
we sat, huddled together in ms office
crammed with books on the first floor
(was it Room 142?) of Olney Hall , as
he patiently explained to me an
Elizabethan figure of speech and
soliloquized on the superiority of the
16th century.

Jim Butler, '67, prof essor of English (far right), gives students a tour of La Salle's Art Museum.

Just recently, Claude died after suffering from a lengthy illne . Did I
ever thank him sufficiently for
embracing me as part of his mi ssion?
He always found time for me-to
exhort, to praise, to criticize, to listen.
How many afternoons did I nab
him! Just as his office hours were officially ending! Just as he was about to
head home to dinner! He would glance
at his watch, sigh with peeved delight,
and then a smile would irradiate his
face: "Hail, Blithe Spirit!"
And then the dramatic pause:
"But the hour is late!"And in a tone of
feigned grumbling, he'd invite me in
"just for a few minutes" (that mysteriously tretched to an hour). I would
squeeze between a dozen books piled
on each chair as I settled into my
familiar spot. And then the unstructured cla s hour would begin. Claude
Koch's highest priority was that young
mind before him: Teaching was his
mission.
Claude Koch and John Keenan:
both of them without the doctorate.
Could they even be hired today at the
University? Without them, La Salle
College would have been a poorer
place-and my own life, and the lives
of many other students who preceded
and followed me, immeasurably poorer. For those men taught with love.
"We sometime forget that teaching
isn 't just what one doe in that cla s
hour," John Keenan said to me 14
years ago, more than a decade after I
had sat, wide-eyed, in his freshman
English class in 1974. At the time, I

was starting out in my own teaching
career in Virginia.
We were speaking together in the
La Salle University cafeteria, as he
turned and gazed out the window at
the stream of passing students exiting
their classroom . Silence fell ; he grew
pensive. Claude Koch had just retired;
he himself was nearing it.
Did I even begin to intuit then that
he wa passing the baton to me?
"Teaching is really related to who
one is-as a whole person," he began.
"It is working with students, being
there to talk to students. I'm happy
teaching in a place where good teaching is valued-La Salle's been a good
match for me. But I worry that our
reward system is becoming geared to
looking out for Number One. I worry
that we're sending young faculty the
wrong message: 'You should be writing an article or preparing a conference paper, not talking to students.' "
He paused. His glance took in the
tudent stream ; his tone was gentle
yet firm .
"Young and old teachers each have
a special role to perform with students; the relationship is different. It's
important to have some young teachers who are not so concerned with
being ' productive scholars' that they
can 't 'waste' time with tudents."
He pulled out a few paragraphs
that he had written. He turned,
looked me directly in the
face, and read aloud:
"If you know what
you teach,

you will al o know how much you
don ' t know, and that will make you
tolerant of others. If you love what
you teach, your students will sense it,
and they will take the fire of your
enthusiasm and the warmth of your
concern with them when they depart.
If you are lucky, they will have
enough fire and warmth to hare with
others. In this way, you may enrich the
lives of those you have never met."
His words hung in the silence that
followed. Imbued with gratitude for
his work and days, John Keenan filled
me with it too.
Such great teachers often abound in
gratitude. A reverence for all that they
have received-from their own teacher -ground their en e of purpose
and fires their dedication. They
demonstrate, though never di charge,
their incalculable debt to their own
teachers by pas ing on part of what
they have been given to the tudent
who have followed them.
"A teacher affect eternity," wrote
Henry Adam in hi autobiography,
The Education of Henry Adams. "He
can never tell where his influence
top ." Indeed behind every great
teacher stand another teacher-and
another and another, on and on down
the line. Claude Koch, John Keenan,
Jim Butler. ...
Ye , and what of that young
teacher who wa John Keenan ' student-and my teacher? How many
hours did I sit in Jim Butler'
office in Olney Hall (was it
Room 166?) discussing my
Word worth paper? I wa
writing on Word worth'
endlessly revi ed
Prelude; Jim-who
was to me (then 19)

the formidable "Dr. Butler"-had
already e tabli hed himself as one of
the leading Word worth cholar of his
generation. (Was Jim really ju t 30
when I met him?)
My mind float back to a little
event after our l :30 p.m. clas in
Engli h Romantic Poetry. ''The Big
Five," my friend and I call the course,
ince it covers the work of the five
major poet of Romantici m
(Word worth, Coleridge, Keat ,
Shelley, and Byron). That cla day
we had ju t fini hed tudying Keats's
"On First Looking into Chapman'
Homer," a wondrou sonnet about
young Keat ' revelatory encounter
with George Chapman 's translation of
Homer: "Then felt I like some watcher
of the skies I When a new planet
swims into his ken."
With some trepidation, I ask Dr.
Butler if he would like to see a poem
I found in a magazine that's relevant to
our class on Keats. I'm nervous about
exposing my jock attitudes; I haven't
yet mentioned to him that I'm sport
editor of the Collegian this semester.
Unlike Keats (and, o I imagine, al o
unlike my distinguished profes or of
English Romanticism), my mythic
heroes have been figures in baseball
lore, not ancient Greece.
I begin reading to him a parody of
Keats's "On First Looking into
Chapman's Homer." To my relief, Dr.
Butler i smiling! And then I come to
the closing lines. The speaker of the
poem gazes in awe as he beholds
Chapman 's titanic home run blast sail
past him into the left field bleachers
overhead.
At this, Jim Butler laughs long
and heartily-the fir t time
I've een him do o.
And what of all
the other ? Does

Ma rj orie Allen, English

Vince Kling have the slightest conception of the bounty he bestowed on me?
I never even had Vince for class.
Ten year after hi graduation in 1968,
he arrived back in La Salle's English
Department, ju t as I was graduating.
But Vince Kling didn ' t need a cla s to
mini ter to students! He wa a treet
preacher like St. Philip Neri, utterly
without pretense or a sense of hierarchy-and yet his appreciation of verbal nuance and depth of learning were
stunning. We quickly established a
friendship that nonetheless maintained
respect for our differences in age and
experience.
Vince had just returned from
Chicago, where he had taught at a
pre tigious college that nonetheless
felt soulless, " o unlike La Salle
and everything I've known here,"
he lamented.
So what did he do? He quit!
Almo t unheard of, given how scarce
tenure-track college position in the
humanitie were in tho e days. He
resigned his po ition and came back to
Philadelphia. He had no firm job
prospect . "So what?" he told me.
He was under no illu ion that La Salle
College wa perfect. But he came back
to La Salle, even though he could not,
a yet, find anything more than parttime employment in the Engli h
Department.
That didn't matter:
He was home.

Vince and I would stroll the campus-just as the Christian Brothers
used to do on many evenings. (Do
they still take their strolls, pau ing to
wave to students in the cafeteria, every
evening?) And as Vince and I saunter
through the campu , the conversation
turns to his teacher . In the same tone
of filial love that John Keenan had
spoken about Claude Koch , and that
Jim Butler had spoken about them
both, Vince speaks about the La Salle
teacher in hi life: about John
Keenan; Claude Koch; Brothers Dan
Burke, Emery Mollenhauer, and
Edward Patrick Sheekey; and several
other whom I have never met.
Kling didn ' t append after those
name -he didn't need to appendthe phra e: "He changed my life." It
wa implicit in everything he aid . He
had encountered not just a model of
the good teacher but of the good man.
And his acknowledgment of his own
teacher remind me: It i not clas room
performance, narrowly defined, that
mark the great teacher. It is "teaching"
in thi broade t sense: teaching as a
quality of pecial presence.
Claude Koch , John Keenan , Jim
Butler, Vince Kling: my Knights of the
King 's Engli h.
And my mind 's eye quickly pot
all the other . Yes, how many more
there have been- in the Engli h
Depaitment alone.
The late Dick Lautz: My God, his
joy over a line in a poem! How he
could luxuriate in a metaphor! As he
reads a couplet in his class in
Contemporary American Poetry, I can
see him roll hi eyes heavenward and
exclaim: "How wonderful that is!
Everybody, isn't that simply wonderful ? It's just marvelous !"
Barb Millard: her passionate,
prodigious efforts to awaken u to the
majesty of Shakespeare's poetry via
film adaptations of his plays ! Not to
mention her theatre trips with u to the
Philadelphia Drama Guild (followed
by a umptuou meal at Chez
Millard). One of tho e production
wa my first attendance at Hamlet.
Pat Haber troh: A teacher of
immen e fortitude and eemingly

irrepressible cheerfulnes -and yet
also an authoritative scholar. I recall
her good-natured, bemu ed tolerance
as I rush in, usually a few minutes late
after my shift as a La Salle security
guard, to her summer afternoon class
in Modern British Poetry. During the
class break, she happily acrifices her
own respite and in tead vouchsafes me
her interpretation of a passage in Ezra
Pound's Cantos, the topic of her
recently completed dissertation at
Bryn Mawr College.

David Efroymson, Emeritus, Religion

Jack Seydow: his delight in the
dance of language! Ah, yes, his
eleemosynary (i.e. , charitable) spirit!
I could swear it was just yesterday that
we took our three-hour walk-round
and round the old La Salle trackafter a class on the literary art of
Nobel Prize winners-as he initiates
me step by step into the mysteries of
Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury.
Margie Allen: the Chaucer tutorials
in her office! (Was it Room 162?)
Fresh from grad school and still in her
20s, Margie arrives at La Salle as I'm
departing. As it turned out-just as in
the case of Vince Kling-I never take
a class with her. Instead, throughout
the spring of 1978, she offers to meet
with me and conduct informal independent study sessions. After all, as
she says: "John, you can't graduate
as an English major without reading
The Canterbury Tales!"
And those are just my Explorers in
the literary realm, my old teachers
from La Salle's English Department.

What about Mike Kerlin's heroic
forbearance with my endless revisions
(a la Wordsworth) of my "Potatoes,
not Popes" paper on Karl Marx 's
revolutionary hopes for Ireland?
Or Jack Rossi, in the middle of an
absorbing lecture on Irish history,
abruptly detouring to reel off the batting averages of the last 30 National
League champions-and then tying it
all together because one or two of
them were Irish-American?
Or Mike Dillon 's inspiring ringside
engagement in the battles among the
titans of political philosophy, the
Ancients vs. the Modems? And hi
trademark responses to our headscratching, which I began to lip-synch
by senior year? ("If this helps, here it
is; if not, ignore it." Or as awed silence
reigned after a virtuoso interpretation:
"Problems, questions, confusions?
Anyone?")
Or Dave Efroymson's twirling his
lollipop at me, as he half-apologizes
in his Ancient Church History course
for enlightening us about how St.
Augustine invented Hell ?
Or Jack Grady, writhing before the
blackboard with intense seriousness as
he calculates the graph of a marginal
utility curve, then taking sudden flight
in a poetic lamentation on the dismal
science of economics, where there are
so few "real writers" such as Robert
Heilbroner and John Kenneth
Galbraith?
Or how about. .. ? Alas, that oneand all the others-will have to wait:
Ars longa, vita brevis.
So long ago? Only chronologically.
None of these men and women has
receded into a forgotten past. Each of
them-via his unforgettable ge ture or
her memorable mot-stilJ shine forth
as radiantly as ever, the stories of their
generosity to that young man always
close to me, ablaze in an everlasting
present. For no such act of kindness
ever perishes. Gift-wrapped in care"wasted" in love-they survive as
eternal moments.
Ye , a teacher affects eternity. You never know

where the buck-i.e. , your influencestops. Or where it even starts.
An anonymous poem that a student
gave me several years ago humbly
reminds me of that. I don 't know precisely why he gave it to me. It was the
kind of poem that the baseball lover in
me prizes, but which-if it weren't for
the example of my La Salle teachersthe snobbish English Ph.D. in me
might have simply read with detached,
ironic bemusement. It was what
Kipling called a "good bad poem,"
the kind that you clip out and hang
on the fridge.
As it turns out, it does hang on my
fridge today : a reminder of the footsteps that I walk in:
You never know when someone
May catch a dream from you
You never know when a little word
Or something you may do
May open up the windows
Of a mind that seeks the light.
The way you live may not matter at all
But you never know-it might.
And just in case it could be
That another's life, through you,
Might possibly change for the better
With a broader and brighter view,
It seems it might be worth a try
At pointing the way to the lightOf course, it may not matter at all,
But then again-it might. L

About the author: Since graduating
.from La Salle, John Rodden, '78, has taught
at the University of Virginia and the
University of Texas at Austin. He is currently
writing a critique of American academic life,
From Ivory Tower to Industrial Park: The
Profcssionalization of the Professoriate.
He can be reached at · r@mail.utexa.\·.edu
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BY CAITLIN

MURRAY

hen As i tant Dean of
Students Anna Melnyk
Allen, '80, was selected
to receive La Salle
University ' La allian Di tingui hed
Educator Award (see page 21)
two years ago, Brother Emery
Mollenhauer, F.S.C., was the first
person to congratulate her.
"He sent me an e-mail that read,
'It's a pleasure to be in your company,"' a proud Allen recalled of her
former English professor who was
honored with the same award from
the Baltimore District of the Christian
Brothers 10 years prior. "I' ll never
forget that."
It was fall of 1976 when Allen first
encountered Br. Emery, who served a
Provost at the time. She was a student
in hi fre hrnan literature class.
"I was very impressed by him,"
she remarked. "The thing that was so
unbelievable to me is that he's so
smart, and infinitely prepared for
class. He has this wit about him that
let us laugh at ourselves and he
laughed at himself, too. I remember
thinking to myself, 'Here's this senior
administrator of a major university
teaching freshmen.' I was so struck by
his commitment to teaching."
Though she never had another
class with him, Br. Emery always
remembered Allen. Four years
later, when she graduated with
a degree in psychology,
he was the one who
encouraged her
to apply for a

W

Friends, Colleagues, and Mentors-La Salle's Vice Presidenr for Enrvllment Services Ray Ricci,
'67 (left); Assistant Dean of Students Anna Melnyk Allen, '80 (center); and professor/administrator
Brother Emery Mollenhauer, FS.C. (right), lwve a multi-generatio,wl mentoring relationship.

position as a counselor in La Salle's
Admis ion Office.
Moving up the ladder to Assistant
Director and eventually Associate
Director over the next 20 years before
assuming her current position in the
Divi ion of Student Affair , Allen
recall the influence her former
teacher has had on her life.
"Br. Emery's dedication and
commitment made me want to do
omething and have the same kind of
passion for it," said Allen, who
always knew she wanted to make a
career out of helping students. "He's
always been very passionate and
serious about what he's been asked
to do in hi s many roles at this university," she said. Br. Emery's long
history at La Salle includes an array
of positions from full-time faculty
member, to Dean of the School 's
Evening Divi sion from 1961-69, to

Chief Academic Officer for the
following 21 year .
"Watching him always have something important to do-whether it be
teaching, sitting on committees, or
giving advice-shows what a vital part
of thi community he is," Allen said of
Br. Emery, who continue to teach in
the English Department. "It makes
him ageless in a way."
Though not a teacher in the traditional sense, Allen in her role as an
administrator is a vital part of the
educational process as well.
"Administering a university is such
a big job. If it's not done well, then the
classroom part won't happen," she
said. "Attending class is only a piece
of college. We make sure opportunities
are extended to students beyond the
classroom. That's why not just teachers are educators."
Vice President for Enrollment

Services Ray Ricci, '67, can attest to
that tatement. He i one of the people
who recommended Allen for the
Lasallian Distinguished Educator
Award in 2000.
The nomination letter he wrote is
housed in the upper left-hand drawer
of Allen's de k.
"If I' m hav ing a bad day, I read
that letter and know why I'm here,"
Allen said . "When you do things
one person at a time, you begin to
think what you' re doing i n' t so
important, but what you forget is
that it's important to the person you
did it for. People' li ves change here.
Whenever I read Ray's letter, I am
reminded that in ome small way,
I am a part of that."
A longtime administrator and an
alumnus of La Salle, Ricci himself has
been infl uenced in big and small way
by his former teachers.
Though he had never had Br. Emery
in the cla sroom, he learned val uable
lesson working for him for 16 year .
"Br. Emery was a great educator
and role model. He was devoted to
making the Univer ity the best it could
possibly be and in pi red others to
think the same way. He always conveyed the idea that we all had a
contri bution to make."
As far as classroom teachers go,
Ricci put former philosophy professor
Dick Strasser, '49, at the top of hi s
Ii t. "He brought the ubject matter to
life and got me intere ted in spi te of
my initial skepticism . He demanded
a lot, encouraged us to think differentl y, write differentl y, and, in um,
changed my life for the better. Most
importantl y, he gave me the heart to
continue in school."
Another of Ricci' favorites is
Professor Emeritu of English John
Keenan, '52. "I wa not much more
than an average student, but you'd
never know it by the way he treated
me. He just never gave up on me.
A te t of how good he was is the
coun tle ti me I have read so mething that remind me of a point
that he taught." L

In His Footsteps-Management Professor Jim Smither, '72 (left), counts Psychology Professor
Jack Rooney, '46 (right), as one of his most influential teachers at La Salle, and someone who
continues to inspire his teaching today.

im Smither, '72, can till
remember sitting in the psychology clas of Jack Rooney,
'46. An 18-year-old sophomore, Smither had no idea what he
wanted to do with the rest of his life.
"He used to break u up into small
groups to talk about books we had to
read . He'd encourage di cu ion and
treat us like adult ," Smither recalled.
"I wa always struck by how smart
and receptive he was. And I remember
thinking to myself, 'I'd like to be able
to do that ome day.'"
Thirty years and four degree later,
the industrial/organizational psychologi t i doing ju t that.
Smither, a professor of management at La Salle for 10 years now, said
his reasons for becoming an educator
are three-fold. ''Teaching is an occupation where you're constantly learning,
alway making things better. It keeps
me young, keeps my energy up, and
enables me to keep a certain per pective on life I might lo e if I weren't
teaching 20- and 21-year-old who are
unique in so many ways. And if I can
help some people in ome modest
way, then that's even better."
Though he worked for a while as
an indu trial psychologist in the corporate world before returning to the
cla room, Smither said the memories

J

of his favorite profe sors were always
vivid to him.
"It was my admiration for the really
good teachers I had at La Salle that
made me want to be like them," he
said. "Becau e of them, I knew I
wanted to go on to teach at the college
level one day."
When a ked which professors
in particular made uch a lasting
impression, he cited longtime veteran of the psychology department
Jack Rooney, '46; Jack Smith, '57;
and the late Joan Faye Pritchard and
Brother John Dondero, '45, along
with Math and Computer Science
Professor Samuel J. Wiley.
Wiley "i one of the best teachers
I've ever had. How could you not learn
it if Sam's teaching it?" he said of the
recipient of the Lindback Award for
Di tinguished Teaching (1974) and the
Provo t' Di tinguished Faculty Award
(2000). "He's just a wonderful per on,
which is what I'd say about everyone
I ju t named."
Some of Smither's former tudents
would probably say the same about him.
"Every now and then I'll get
e-mails from former student who
write about a new job they ju t tarted
and they just wanted to let me know.
Or they ' ll say to me, 'I'm actually
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using the stuff you taught me and it
really paid off,"' Smither said. "It'
very rewarding to hear things like that.
It's nice to know that in some small
way, you've affected them."
Rooney was pleased to hear that
he affected one of his former students
in more than a small way. "It's a very
satisfying thing to hear that," said
Rooney, who joined La Salle's faculty
one year after his graduation in 1946.
"A lot of time in teaching, you really
don't know if you're getting through
or not."
When asked which professor got
through to him as a young chemistry
major, several names came to
Rooney's mind. Former Philosophy
Professor Brother Amelian, Sociology
Professor Brother Augu tine,
Chemistry Profe sor Brother Gregory
· Paul (a former La Salle President), and
Psychology Professor Brother Vincent
Grimes are just a few. And while he
never had a clas with La Salle's
beloved Joseph Flubacher, '35, now
Professor Emeritus of Economics,
Rooney recalls the influence he had on
him and legions of other students outside the classroom. (Now 88 years old,
Flubacher till gets together with
Rooney and some of his old classmates for lunch.)
''They were all very impressive in
their own way. I saw the dedication that
they had and I became excited about
passing on information they had passed
to me," said Rooney, who started out
teaching chemistry while earning a
Master's Degree in Psychology. "It's
the whole spirit of this place. The
Christian Brothers and the entire faculty
in general have always been intere ted
in the total development of studentsnot just intellectually, but socially,
emotionally, and spiritually as well.
I learned that through my own experience as a student at La Salle some year
ago, and it is still true today."
As his own teaching career is winding down, Rooney recalls not only
what he's absorbed from the faculty,
but from colleagues and students alike.
"I learn a lot from my students.
I get a lot of inspiration from the
things they've done. Some-becau e
they're brilliant, others-for the hardships they have overcome, or because
they've opened my eye to things." L
LO I LA
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n~ Stvd~vttc; sp~cik
ooking for the current perspective, La Salle
Magazine asked today's students to identify
their favorite teachers, and explain the impact
these people have had on them. Students were ready
and eager to do so. Not surprisingly, students regard
teachers who know their stuff, know how to reach
their audience, and who care about the students'
lives as well as their classroom performance.
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Erin Whitesell, Senior, Biology
Gerry Ballough, Associate Professor
of Bio/.ogy

Eva Tierney, Junior,
Elementary Special Education
Jack Ross~ '58, Professor of History

"Dr. Ballough is the most challenging
teacher I've ever had, but he's also one
of my favorite teachers. He's passionate about what he does and he makes
you enjoy learning. He definitely
make it hard, but you learn a lot, so
it' o much more rewarding when you
do well. Since he's also my adviser,
he's helped me a lot with career
advice, too. He offered a lot of guidance when I changed my mind and
decided to apply to law school instead
of medical chool."

'Tm not a person who likes history
very much, but Dr. Rossi made me
enjoy the subject. He takes what can
be boring and makes it interesting for
us. He's hard, but he's one of my
favorite teachers. I remember everything I learned in both of the classes
I had with him."
Cathy Kozen, Senior,
Finance/M.I.SJS.G.A. President
Brother Ed Sheehy, F.S.C., '68,
Associate Professor of History
"I only had one class with Br. Ed my
freshman year, but I still talk to him
all the time. He's been encouraging
and supportive of the decisions I've
made about my life at La Salle. He's
always willing to lend an ear and
give guidance."
Mark Alcantara, Junior,
Communication
Jack Seydow, '65, Professor
of English

Bottom, from left:
Brother Dominic
Augustine, F.S.C., *
"He actually cares about his students.
Sociology; Father Frank
I had writing problems as a freshman
Berna, O.F.M., Director, Graduate
Religion; Marianne Dainton,
and he took extra time to sit down
Communication; Brother James
with me. He tries to get on a more
Muldoon, F.S.C., '55, * Biology, former Dean,
Arts & Sciences; Brother Edward Sheehy,
F.S.C., '68, History; Margaret McManus, Interim Dean,
Arts & Sciences; and Daniel Rodden, '41, * English

per onal level with his studentshe's a funny, father-like figure. He
knows a lot about the subject he
teache -and he knows how to
teach it in an interesting way."
Samantha Thompson, Sophomore,
Psychology
Darlene Hannigan, Lecturer,
Psychology
"I like her class the best becau e he
makes example about things that
students can relate to, like our families. Thinking about psychology in
a personal way makes it a lot easier
to learn."
Jennifer Bellezzi, Freshman,
Communication
Terry Aisenstein, Lecturer,
Communication
"I had Dr. Aisenstein for the Freshman
Year Experience class, and she made
my freshman year go by with ease.
She's very understanding, and she was
always willing to explain something
I didn 't understand. I really appreciated
that she let us approach her less
formally, as Terry."
Nichola Lock, Junior, History
George Stow, Professor of History
"I really like Dr. Stow. He know so
much about history, and he keep it
interesting by ternng joke while he's
teaching."
Jason Jonigkeit, enior, Accounting
Bruce Leauby, Associate Professor
of Accounting
"He makes Accounting classe fun
and relates what we're doing to our
upcoming post-graduate experiences."

Ryan Murphy, Sophomore,
Accounting
Jeanne Welsh, Associate Professor of
Accounting
Brother Gerry Molyneaux, F.S.C., '58
Professor of Communication
"Two teachers that have really
impacted my time at La Salle have
been Dr. Wei h in Accounting and
Brother Gerry Molyneaux. Dr. Welsh
i great because she really knows her
stuff and she help me under tand it.
She takes a very hard subject and
make it ea ier. Br. Gerry i ju tan
awe ome guy. He is a great teacher.
He' very energetic and he tay after
cla to help you out."
John Schiavello, Junior, Business
Steven Meisel, Associate Professor
of Management
"Dr. Meisel is a great teacher. He really helped me with my pre entation
skills. He makes the tudent feel comfortable, and he i very supportive and
easy to approach."
Dave Smith, Junior, Nursing
Gerry Ballough, Associate Professor
of Biology
"Dr. Ballough i a great teacher. He
really cares about hi tudent and
pu hes them to do their be t. Thi one
time he gave a test at midnight o that
we could have all day to study-and
he brought u pizza while we were
tudying. That i ju t the kind of thing
he would do for us."

Meg Kane, Junior, Communication
Preston Feden, Associate Professor
of Education
"I had one class with him, an honors
seminar on how humans learn . The
class was an eye-opener about education; it caused me to look at learning
in a different way. I now ee learning
a a lifelong experience. I've gone
back to him for advice. He took an
active intere t in tudents. "
Alan McMenamin, Junior, Finance
George Stow, Professor of History
"The man really left such a mark on
me. College was a whole new experience for me and right off the bat
he showed what it was all about.
He' s a brilliant man in the discipline
of history. He knows everything
about everything, not some per on
who sits and read book . He
howed you there is a balance in
life-there are other a pect of life
that are just as important. He i a
very engaging man ." L

BY KIMBERLY DUGAN

t takes a good teacher to make a
good teacher. And being a good
teacher is much more than knowing
and passing along information.
Good teachers connect with their
students and inspire their minds.
La Salle's ri gorous teaching
programs are fi lled with hard work
and hi gh tandard , but backed with
encouragement, co nfidence, and
guidance.
La Salle's Ed ucation Department
offer two program : the unique
Elementary and Special Ed ucation
program (ESE), and the innovative
Secondary Ed ucation Program (SE)
with its foc us on pedagogical content
knowledge and educati onal technology. Although the programs differ in
their approach, their objecti ve is
ultimately the same-to produce
great teachers.
"The Education Department's mi ssion is to prepare undergraduate and
graduate students, as best we can, to
be creative, refl ective, and dedicated
teachers-teachers who put their students' needs before their own," said
John Sweeder, Associate Professor of
Education in the SE program.
"Our goal is to educate excellent
teachers," said Preston Feden,
Associate Professor of Education in
the ESE program.
"I want to be able to
feel comfortable if
one my children is
being taught by one
of our graduates."
The two programs
reach their goals in
ways that are pecific
to their individual subject matter.
La Sal le was one of the
fi rst universities to develop a
combined Elementary and Special
Education program. This distinguishes
itself from a dual certificat ion
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program by offeri ng an integrated
sequence of course work that combines elementary and special education
course content rather than offering
paralle l courses on both topics.
"We combined these two disciplines because we want our teachers to
be prepared for every tudent they
face, regardless of educational needs,"
said Frank Mosca, Director of the
Elementary and Special Education
Program. "We train our students to see
the child first rather than seeing differences in strengths and weaknesses."
To do thi , the ESE program
emphasizes cognitive and developmental psychology, which promotes the u e
of re earch-ba ed practices and a deeper understanding of how to work effectively with all students regardless of
race, culture, or disability.
Deb Yost, Chair of the
Undergraduate Educati on Department,
agrees with Mosca and adds,
"Combining elementary and p cial education al lows our tudent to look at their
tudent fro m a
developmental perspecti ve, which gives
them insights in
terms of how children grow, change

and mature over time. They
are then able to draw fro m this
knowledge and create lessons that
are developmental ly appropriate.
Each student i unique and, a teacher , we need to look at indi vidual characteristic and teach to those levels."
According to Maryanne Bednar,
Director of the Secondary Educati on
Program, tudent e entiall y have a
dual major because they are required
to take all the cour e in their content
area a well a their educati on courses.
"Our tudents concentrate on learning what we call pedagogical content
knowledge. This i where they learn
how to teach pecific content in a variety of meaningful way ," Bednar said.
"In addition, the Secondary Education
program uses a creative and systematic
blending of 'idea' and ' product' technologies in order to enhance both
teaching and learning processes. We
are much more in tune with current

ALLe
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One-On-One Leaming - w Salle Graduate Elementaty and Special Education majors work closely with their students during their
practicum at a facility prvvided by the Hatboro-Horsham (Pa.) School District. w Salle students are: Opposite page, left photograph,
Rachel Sohn, 'OJ; right photograph, Staci Wenitsky, '00. On this page, immediately above, clockwise from left, Sandy Vile, '02;
John Schaffe,; '00; and Karen Brinkley, 'OJ.

technology and we use it to complement both the faculty and the students
in the practical application of theory,"
Bednar said.
The importance of Lasallian values
connects the ESE and SE programs,
just as their mission does.
"The Christian Brothers have a
long history of commitment to the
education of youth," Feden said.
"We encourage our students to make
the classroom a community. Rather
than teach by telling, we want them
to create a community that inspires
learners."
"We model Lasallian values on a
daily basis," said Bednar. "We practice
what we preach."

The faculty members are the
biggest assets to La Salle's Education
Department. They truly care about
their students and want them to succeed. "We worry to death about our
students in the most positive way,"
Bednar said.
Sweeder reinforced this by saying,
"The individual attention that each faculty member gives to her/his students
is what sets our program apait, along
with a dedicated faculty who stay as
up-to-date as possible regarding
research that guides the profession ."
Added Feder, "The faculty forges
very close relationships with the students. Despite our growing program

we maintain as much individual
contact as possible."
Students who want to apply to
La Salle's undergraduate Education
program better be serious. Acceptance
is becoming increasingly more difficult
because of the high standards in place.
In most schools, students can enter as
Education majors, but not at La Salle.
Here students enter as pre-Education
majors, and after their freshman year,
teacher candidates can make a formal
application to the Department of
Education. Admission is based on the
following criteria: Application, overall
(freshman) G.P.A., recommendations
from specific course instructors, and
field placement evaluations. L
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BY KIMBERLY DUGAN

othing ventured, nothing
gained, right? Ron Ellison
of Yardley, Pa. , and Paul
Connolly of Levittown, Pa. ,
took this advice and decided it was
time for a change-so they made
big ones.
Both men decided to cast aside
careers they had spent year workjng
to achieve and start from the beginning. They enrolled in La Salle
University 's Master' Degree Program
in Education and began to pursue their
newfound desires to become teachers.
After 23 years as a manager in the
accounting department at Conrail, 47year-old Connolly decided to leave his
steady, high-paying career and pursue
his dream of becoming a teacher.
"I wanted to do omething that
was more fulfilling to me," said
Connolly. "I was looking for a
change."
"I like being around children, too,"
said Connolly, who plans on teaching
social studies. "I have alway coached
occer or Little League, so teaching
has been something I have always
done. Now I want to do it for a living."
Elli son worked in retail ales and
management for IO year . At age 35
he received an unexpected push to go
after his dream of being a teacher, but
it was exactly what he needed.
"I was starting to get burned out
from retail , and I wanted to make a
move, but I was comfortable where I
was at," Ellison said. "My company
was restructuring and I got laid off. It
wa the best thing that ever happened
to me because I took that opportunity
to get into something I really wanted
to do--become a teacher."
Both Connolly and Ellison tutored
in the Enrichment Program La Salle
offers for junior high school students

N

Top to bottom:
Bonni Zetick, Social
Work; Joan F.
Pritchard,* Psychology;
Sid Macleod,
Communication.;
Praful/a Jogleka,;
Management; and
Patricia Haberstroh,
English

who live in the La Salle community.
The program not only benefits the
neighborhood children, but also gives
graduate students in Education a
chance to experience a genuine teaching situation.
"La Salle is serious about preparing
people to get out into the workforce.
The books can't teach you how to
interact with the students, but participating in the Enrichment Program
gives you the classroom experience
you need to be ready for the real
thing," Connolly noted.
For Ellison, ''This program allowed
me to get in a real cla sroom with real
students. It was great for the students
and for us. All of the theory we
learned in class is put to work, and we
get to see how effective we are. It is a
good way to weed out what works and
what doesn't a far as technique goes.
If you can 't survive these two weeks,
you know teaching is not for you. I
know this is what I should be doing."
While both Connolly and Elli on
still have some course work to complete, both will be entering the teaching workforce by the fall of 2002. L

a Salle's President, Brother Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C., '70, is the
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University's top administrator, and he's also a vital member of the

faculty. It's an unusually busy schedule that many presidents at other

campuses wouldn't attempt, however Br. Mike says it helps keep him in touch
with the essence of La Salle and his vocation as a Christian Brother.

La Salle Magazine Editor Maureen Piche asked him about his life as a
teaching administrator, and his time as an undergraduate at La Salle.

Q: With all the pressures and demands
of your presidency, why is it important
for you to continue to teach?
A : I teach because teaching is fun.
Being part of a person's exploration of
new intellectual terrain is a pleasure
for me. I've felt this way since beginning my career as a high school
teacher at what was then South Hills
Catholic High School in Pittsburghtoday it's Seton-La Salle High School.
In part, the fun comes from the way
I feel about what I'm teaching. At
South Hills Catholic, I mainly taught
literature and writing; at La Salle, I've
taught religion and theology. Both literature and religion invite the teacher

and the student to encounter the
subject matter and one another in very
personal ways, about very important
experiences and dimensions of life.
The Brothers' founder encouraged his
earliest followers to seek to "touch the
heart." I've been fortunate enough to
do that in my career.
As a president, I "fit" my teaching
into a diverse and crowded schedule,
some aspects of which aren't easily
compatible with the kind of focus and
concentration I'd like to bring to the
classroom. Still I teach because it's
fun. And as a president, my class
keeps me plugged into the real reason
that La Salle exists, and why I joined

La Salle's President, Brother Michael J. McGinniss, FS.C. , '70, chats with a student in the

the Christian Brothers-for students
and for their hopes and plans to live
happy and fulfilling lives.

Q: Which professors had the greatest
impact on you during your days as a
student here?
A: I came to La Salle in 1966 as a
student brother and already inspired to
be a teacher. That early inspiration
came from several people, but most of
all I thank Jerry Tremblay, my senior
English teacher at La Salle High
School, for really turning me on to
the excitement of teaching. As a
college student, I took inspiration and
example from several of my teachers.
Charles Kelly showed me how to
combine meticulous preparation and
attention to detail with moments of
flamboyance and occasional exaggeration-a nice blend that kept students
listening. Mike Kerlin, '57, gave me
my first experience of a true seminar
class and of how to "recede" to allow
the members to find their own way.
Brother Dan Burke's literary criticism
and senior seminar courses gave me
a way to read, enjoy, and interpret
literature that influences me to this
day. Jack Seydow, '65, and John
Keenan, '52, showed me how to
combine being both a friend and
a teacher. I attribute the successes
that I've enjoyed in teaching to
the influence and example of all
these teachers. L
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BY JON CAROULIS

rov th~ -P-vvi
he U.S. Army Medical
Research Institute of
Chemical Defense
(USAMRICD) in
Aberdeen, Md., has a serious tone:
armed guard , security badges,
re tricted areas. But every summer,
La Salle student come here to do
something fun.
At San Miguel Middle School in
Camden, N.J., the rooms are spare and
the library could u e more books. But
every semester, La Salle tudents
come here to do something fun.
In Anatomy and Physiology I and
II, nursing students work with samples
of once-living things, preparation for
dealing with the "yuk" factor of caring
for people. But sometime they get to
do something fun.
The connection between the e
worlds is Gerald P. Ballough, a
La Salle biology profe or who says it
was his dream to teach at a university
like La Salle. Part of that dream
includes taking students with him
every summer to Aberdeen, where for
a decade he's conducted research on
antidotes against chemical warfare
threats. It means teaching nur ing students about the 80 parts of the human
hand. It al o mean traveling with
students to San Miguel, a Chri tian
Brothers school for boys, where he
conducts hands-on scientific demontrations for students there, many of
whom have never used a microscope.
La t December, BaJlough and Blair
Hontz, who recently graduated with a
biology degree, went to San Miguel.
They brought slides and sheep brain
and had the boys perform dissections.
"To be a scientist, you have to go
through a lot of years of college, but,
man, you have a lot of fun," Ballough
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told one tudent. Brother William
John on, F.S.C., '65, principal of San
Miguel, said, "Thi kind of experience
with La Salle faculty and students
opens up their world."
Becau e Ballough was helped by
teachers, he feel the need to give
back. He ha a learning disability, and
couldn't read or write properly until he
was 12. At the Milton S. Hershey
School, he got the help he needed. He
says the school's principal, William
Fisher, "believed in me and aJlowed
me to take the college preparatory curriculum, despite my reading difficultie . He was a father figure for me."
Before coming to La Salle,
Ballough, who received the Lindback
Di tinguished Teaching Award la t
May, pent two years at Aberdeen.
"We wanted him to stay, but he felt a
calling to teaching," said Dr. Margaret
Filbert, Director of Research
Operations at USAMRICD. She did
arrange for him to return during ummers, and he's brought La Salle undergraduate with him. "He picks hi be t
student and many have gone on to
graduate school and medical chool,"
aid Filbert. "I've been very impre ed
with them. We kid Gerry about hi
entourage of La Salle tudents."
Several graduates have continued at
Aberdeen in internships and postbachelor programs. Joe Jaworski, a
biology and German major, gave up
three ummer vacations to work at
Aberdeen. Why?
"Becau e working with Gerry is a
bla t," he aid. "He tells exciting torie (about re earch) and he's a great
teacher."
When the School of Nursing wa
looking for someone to teach an
anatomy-related cour e in it Speech-

Language-Hearing Program, Dean
Zane Robinson Wolf didn't have to
look very far.
Ballough had been teaching nursing
students who are required to take two
semesters of the Biology Department's
anatomy and physiology cour e. "We
heard he was an outstanding teacher,
and what we heard was right," aid
Wolf, who asked him to teach additional course . "Both of us are pleased
to have thi inter-school partnership
work out a well as it has."
Ballough says, "One of the major
reasons I like to do it (teach in the nur ing program) is that I get to help and
interact-maybe inspire bright young
people who e focus is not on getting
rich and self-interest, but whose hearts
are full of compas ion. They want to be
in the medical field helping people,
they have lot of ability, and they're
focusing that ability to help others."
But before caring for omeone, a
nurse needs to know how the human
body works, and there' only one way
to do that: dissection.
"He made it fun," aid Patricia
Gauss, a senior nursing student. "He
was very thorough, and he wanted you
to love science a much a he does, and
he bent over backward to help us."
Recent grad Blair Hontz pent two
summers at Aberdeen. "It was a pretty
eye-opening experience," he says.
"You got to see how re earch affects
the medical community. You got to see
the applications of your work."
Going to San Miguel was an eyeopening experience, too. Camden is
one of the poorest citie in the country.
Students there have below-average test
scores and some have learning disabilities, but they thrive in the atmosphere
of the Christian Brother . Hontz saw
the students "really get into" Ballough's
les on. "Gerry has a way of making
cience very interesting, and the kids
responded to it. They even a ked if they
could be a professor ome day. He
plants this little seed for tudents who
don't have the opportunities that most
kids have." L

BY JON CAROULJS

fter taking everal English
courses with Claude Koch,
'40, David Livewell, '89,
got up the courage to show
hi teacher some of hi own poetry.
Koch was an in piration for
Livewell (he took four cla e with
him). Livewell wa awed by hi dedication and love of literature, as well as
the fact that Koch was the author of
numerous poem , plays, novels, and
hort tories.
Livewell gave Koch 22 page of
material. Later in Koch 's office, the
profes or, then in hi 70 , pointed to
two entence from among the page .
"The e are the only two line of
poetry," Koch said, and he threw the
rest into the trashcan.
"He'd try to di courage you until he
knew you were eriou ," Livewell aid,
"then he became your greate t reader,
and gave you all hi attention. It was
an intere ting kind of tactic."
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- St. John Baptist de La Salle,
Meditation

Far from discouraging Livewell,
Koch eventually became one of hi
clo est friend , and the two tayed in
touch until Koch's recent death.
Shortly afterward, Livewell publi hed
"Vernal Song" in the magazine Poetry
as a tribute to the man who became his
mentor and close friend. Livewell had
tried to write omething for Koch but
nothing atisfied him, until the 19-line
poem (called a villanelle) came to him.
He ubrnitted it to the magazine,
which, fortunately for Livewell, had
planned to organize its February issue
around the theme of elegie , and it
readily accepted hi work.
"Vernal Song" i itself based on an
idea from a Koch poem. As a marine
in World War II, Koch was on a South
Pacific island while it wa being
bombed. That experience led him to
write a poem in which the narrator
prays to have one more spring to
pend with hi wife. Livewell ' work
i from the per pective of an old man,
realizing that hi life is ending, and
a king the question, "By what right do
I beg for Spring?" The narrator wonders if he can have that one more
spring-a the younger man in Koch '
poem, also facing death, hoped to
have more pring.
"At lea t I hope it says that,"
Livewell aid.
After Livewell graduated from
La Salle, he and Koch corresponded
regularly (Koch even read a poem at
his former pupil's wedding), and the
profe or helped LiveweU tart a literary journal, Janus.
"Even in his 70s, he wa excited
by young people di covering literature," ay Livewell. "La Salle was
very privileged to have had him all
those year . ' L

Top to bottom:
Brother John Owens,
FS.C., Retired, Assistant
Registrar; Brother
Francis Azarias, * FS.C.,
Education; Brother
Daniel Burke, FS.C.,
English, Di rector of the
La Salle Art Museum,
and President Emeritus;
Brother Gregory Claude
Demitras, FS.C., '53, *
Chemistry; and Roland
Holroyd,* Biology
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ichard DiDio, ' 76, remembers the first test he took
with his freshman physics
professor at La Salle,
Mark Guttmann.
"I scored 18 out of 40," he says.
"I was ready to quit physics and quit
chool, but he kept at me, as well as
the rest of the class. I ended up being a
physicist. I still have that first test, and

R

Salut!- Toasting the
late Mark Guttmann, a
professor of physics at
La Salle f or more than

40 years, are (from left)
Richard DiDio, '76;
Tom Blum, '85; Mrs.
Alma E. Meagher;
Janice Longo; Steve
Longo, '65; Stephen
Andrilli, '73; Ene
Andrilli; Vera Gumnan;
Francis J. Meagher; and Anna Maria DiDio.
Guttmann taught DiDio, Blum, Longo, and
Andrilli, and was pleased his fo rmer students
f ollowed him by teaching at La Salle. In his
Will, he left a provision so the fo ur f aculty
members and their spouses could have dinner
on him. The party dined at Bistro St. Tropez in
Philadelphia on Oct. 18, 2001, the.first
anniversary of Guttmann 's death.
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recently showed it to a student who
hadn ' t done well on her first test.
Every year I pull this out to how
to some student."
Steve Longo, ' 65 , said, "I did
worse on my first test than DiDio. I
was devastated, but the second semester I picked it up, got a B. In subsequent years the grades slowly picked
up. What I remember was Mark was
very clear."
Stephen Andrilli, ' 73, got an A on
his first test with Guttmann, but said
he really had to work and study hard
for it. He took another class with
Guttmann "and it was even tougher.
Around that time I began to realize
phy ics was not for me. I'd stick with

math, but I really appreciated what I
learned from him," he said.
Tom Blum, ' 85, was one of only
two students in a freshman physics
class, and the other student was
injured and mis ed everal weeks. So
Blum had Guttmann all to himself.
"He wa very interactive. I spent
almost as much time at the board as he
did-that was his style."
All of these students not only
learned from him, but followed him
into the academic life, returning to
La Salle to teach in the Math and
Computer Science Department.
Guttmann retired in 1992 after nearly
40 years of teaching, but taught a
course or lab for the next six years.
He was delighted that hi s former students pursued academic careers and
returned to La Salle. He was so appreciative, he left a provision in his Will
to pay for a dinner in the studentsturned-professors ' honor.
The four, plus Guttmann's wife,
Vera, and her sister and brother-inlaw, dined at Bistro San Tropez in
Philadelphia, on Oct. 18, 2001 , the first
anniversary of the profes or's death.
(A fifth student, John Keenan , ' 52,
who also taught at La Salle as an
English professor, had Guttmann for
physics at West Catholic High School
in Philadelphia. He was unable to
attend the dinner.)
"He had planted a seed for the love
of academic life" with those students,
said Vera Guttmann. "The fact that
these people eventually thought
enough of it to make it a professionhe was encouraged and appreciated it."
''I'm not surprised he would be so
generous," said Andrilli. "He always
thought of his student . Teaching was
realJy his love." L

ame Horan, ' 90, M.B .A. '97,
was going to become a dentist.
Then he heard accounting professor John F. Reardon, ' 59,
peak at his high school about attending La Salle. Horan was so impressed
by the talk, he became an accounting
major at the Univer ity. And more
than a decade after hj la t class with
Reardon, Horan i till a little surpri ed
that hi teacher "made accounting
exciting." Horan went on to earn an
M.B .A. at La Salle and now teache in
that program. ''The way Jack Reardon
gave to hjs students, that's the way I
try to be for my tudents," Horan says.
"That' the example I got from Jack."
Forty year ago, Reardon accepted
an offer to teach for a year at his
alma mater. He tayed on and he has
won the Lindback Di tingui hed
Teaching Award, ha visited hundred
of high schools to recruit tudents,
ha attended open hou es, and has
kept hi door open to any student
who needed to talk. For 25 years, he's
participated in fre hman orientation
program -and use the ame joke
to ea e fre hm an fears, such as
"Never tru t a ophomore, they 're
evil ," and "Marry an accountantthey make great money and are never
home." But he also says, "La Salle is
like my second family."

Marianne Gauss, ' 74, one of the
first women admitted to La Salle and
now a profe or in the bu ine
chool,
said, "I wouldn ' t be teaching here if it
were not for him. He mentored me
through good time and bad, and he
never let me forget what wa mo t
important in the work we do: leadjng
tudents to finding a path that make
them the be t they can be."
In 1999 a new award wa created at
La Salle: the Provo t' Di tingui hed
Faculty Award. It was to honor a person who was not only a great teacher,
but embodie the aim and pirit of the
University. The election committee
voted unanimou ly for Reardon.
Provost Dr. Richard Nigro aid the
committee wanted to "set the bar" for
it fir t choice, and Reardon' election
' was a no-brainer." I

Clockwise, from top:
Robert Chapman, Coordinato,; Alcohol
and Other Drug Program; George
Shalhoub, Chemistry/Biochemistry;
George Swoyer, '44, Retired, Marketing;
Joseph F Flubacher, '35, Emeritus,
Economics; Gerald Ba/Lough, Biology,
known f or sleeping in his office at
exam time; Brother Arthur Bangs,
FS.C. , Education; and Brother Edward
Patrick Sheekey, FS.C., '29, * English

BY JON CAROULIS

n 1940, Charlie Halpin's mother
told her son to go to La Salle.
Getting a coUege degree, she said,
would take him place .
"It's been 60 year since she said
that, I'm still at 20th and Olney," Halpin
said recently.
After 55 year , Halpin, '44, a profe sor of management, retired in 200 1,
capping one of the longest teaching
careers in La Salle' history.
"It wasn't work, it was play," he
said about teaching, and why he did it
for so long. "Somebody told me, 'Find
omething you like to do and get somebody to pay you for it.' I loved teaching
and I love La Salle."
"You're a ham," he say about the
role of a teacher. "Most people don 't
realize this, but when you 're teaching,
you're on stage, you've got to perform.
Hopefully the students get something
out of it and have a good time, too." L

I

Retired Prof essor of Management Charles Halpin, '44

Clockwise from left:
Brother Gerald
Fitzgerald, F.S.C.,
'70, Accounting;
Lynne Texter,
Communication;
and Eugene
Fitzgerald, '51, *

S

ince 1961 , a generous award from the Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback
Foundation has enabled La Salle University to recognize excellence in
teaching by members of its full-time faculty. The prestigious Lindback
Distinguished Teaching Award is presented annually at the University's
Commencement ceremony to a faculty member whose teaching is characterized
by superior knowledge of the subject matter, vitality and inspiration in its
presentation in class, and devotion to helping students realize their potential.
Recipients of the Lindback Distinguished Teaching Award are as follow s:
Joseph F. Flubacher, ' 35
1961
Roland Holroyd, ' 27
1961
Br. Hugh N. Albright, F.S .C.
1962
1962
Charles V. Kelly
John S. Penny, ' 37
1962
Rev. Roger Balducelli, O.S.F.S. 1963
Richard P. Boudreau
1963
Claude F. Koch, '40
1963
C. Richard Cleary
1964
1964
Michael A. DeAngelis
Joseph C. Mihalich
1964
Br. F. Patrick Ellis, F.S.C.
1965
1965
Gabriel J. DiFederico
Charles A. J. Halpin, '44
1965
E. Russell Naughton
1965
David H. Kelly
1966
1966
Daniel J. Rodden, '41
Leo D. Rudnytzky, ' 58
1966
Br. Edward Patrick Sheekey,
F.S.C., '29
1966
Joseph P. Cairo
1967
Ugo Donini
1967
Br. Gregory Paul Sprissler, F.S .C.1967
Eugene J. Fitzgerald, ' 51
1968
John J. Keenan, ' 52
1968
John F. Reardon, ' 59
1969
Minna F. Weinstein
1969
Casimir S. Ciesla
1970
David P. Efroymson
1970

Michael R. Dillon
Joseph L. Moran
John S. Grady
John J. Seydow, ' 65
Br. John P. Dondero, F.S .C., '45
Joseph P. Mooney, '49
Edward J. Domineske
Br. James J. Muldoon,
F.S.C., ' 55
Samuel J. Wiley
Br. Gregory Claude Demitras,
F.S.C., '53
Richard E. Lautz
Br. Joseph F. Burke, F.S.C., ' 68
Br. Richard B. Hawley, F.S .C.
Geffrey B. Kelly, ' 54
John P. Rossi, ' 58
Robert J. Courtney, '41
Thomas F. Monahan
Paul R. Brazina
Br. William J. Martin, F.S .C.
Lester Barenbaum
James A. Butler, ' 67
Marjorie S. Allen
Carl P. McCarty, ' 65
Br. Gerard Molyneaux,
F.S .C., ' 58
Bertram Strieb
Preston D. Feden

L

T

a Salle University's Provost's
Distinguished Faculty Award commends exceptional involvement and
devotion to the good of the University,
the advancement of its mission, and
support of La Salle as a learning community. Unlike the Lindback Award,
which focu ses on teaching and draws
heavily on student input, this honor is
intended to be primarily an award of
the faculty for the faculty. Established
in 1999, it is given annually at the
Freshman Convocation.
Recipients of the Provost's
Distinguished Faculty Award are as
follows:
John F. Reardon, ' 59
Samuel J. Wiley
Preston D. Feden

1971
1971
1972
1972
1973
1973
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1976
1976
1977
1977
1978
1978
1979
1979
1980
1980
1981
1981
1983
1983
1984

Vincent Kling, ' 68
Br. Edward Davis, F.S.C., ' 73
Barbara C. Millard
Michael J. Kerlin, ' 57
Ann M. Mickle
Patricia B. Haberstroh
Steven I. Meisel
Alvino Massirnini, ' 84
Br. Thomas McPhillips,
F.S.C., '72
Thomas S. Straub
Zane Robinson Wolf
Stephen Andrilli, ' 73
James E. Biechler
Nicholas F. Angerosa, ' 65
Br. Edward J. Sheehy, F.S.C., ' 68
Kevin J. Harty
Br. Michael J. McGinniss,
F.S .C., '70
Joseph V. Brogan, ' 72
Laura A. Otten
Sidney J. MacLeod
George M. Shalhoub
Lynne A. Texter
Kathleen S. McNichol, '75
Barbara Guthrie Trovato, ' 80
Marianne Salmon Gauss, '74
Francis J. Ryan, ' 69
Gerald P. Ballough

1984
1985
1985
1986
1986
1987
1987
1988
1988
1989
1989
1990
1990
1991
1991
1992
1992
1993
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

he Lasallian Distinguished Educator Award is given to honor the life and the
educational vision of the founder of the Christian Brothers, St. John Baptist
de La Salle. It is awarded to those who exhibit in their daily lives an understanding of and a commitment to Lasallian priorities and traditions: teaching, working
in association to build community, taking a personal interest in students, and
devoting oneself to the common effort. In the words of St. La Salle, award
winners "put into practice what we want our students to believe." The award is
open to faculty, staff, and administrators.
(Though given to Br. Emery C. Mollenhauer from the Baltimore District of
the Christian Brothers in 1990, it was established as an annual award at La Salle
University in 2000.)
Recipients of the Lasallian Distinguished Educator Award are as follows:
Anna Melnyk Allen, ' 80
Br. Gerard Molyneaux, F.S.C., ' 58

2000
2001

1999
2000
2001
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The Person Is Forever

B

rother Patrick Ellis, F.S .C., sees
education as not just a lifelong
endeavor, but an eternal one. A good
teacher will touch a student's mindand a student's soul.
The longtime La Salle professor
and past University President is
sharing his half-century of teaching
knowledge in a new book, Called To
Educate: The Person is Forever
(Key of David Publications, 2001),
a c·ollection of essays that stress the
importance of teaching the spirit as
well as the mind.
Br. Patrick says the title of the
book sums up the main message of
its contents, as well as his philosophy of teaching and learning.
"Teaching is a vocation and a profession. The central fact of it is that
what you 're doing goes
on forever in those
you teach," he
explained. "The
spirituality you
help foster in a
person goes on
into the next

By Maureen Piche

life. Every major culture has arrived
at that sooner or later. The quality of
the person is enhanced by education,
and it never fully dies."
Br. Patrick acknowledged that
this philosophy places even greater
responsibility on the teacher, but
noted, "It's a group effort. The
teacher is assisted by divine grace.
He or she is not in it alone."
Creating an environment that fosters spirituality doesn't necessarily
mean heavy religious instruction,
Br. Patrick said. "An hour spent on a
Shakespeare sonnet is an extraordinary human experience. You don't
have to gild it with piety."
"St. John Baptist de La Salle said
a school is, in itself, worth doing, if
it's done well. Everything in the
school honors our creator: the
architecture, the curriculum, the
teachers' credentials," he said.
"I have a motto: The cross
out front is a proclamation,
not an excuse. Everything
has to be done first-rate."
Now in semi-retirement
in Baltimore, Br.
Patrick said this
was the right time
to examine his
life and vocation. He said the
book is a combination of
memoir and
polemic, both
culled from
50-plus years as
an educator.
Thirty of those
years were spent

in various capacities at La Salle. But,
no matter what title he held, he never
strayed from the classroom.
"Don ' t talk students to death," Br.
Patrick cautions new teachers. "Try
to elicit response through question
and comparisons. Help them find out
what they can learn from each other
and the world.
"I like to talk, but I don ' t lecture,"
he added. "I think there has to be
conversation."
To teachers and students alike, he
suggests a solid background in the
humanities. "Always take as much
philosophy, theology, literature, and
history as your major will allow, no
matter what your major," he said.
"You will find later in life that's
what comes back all the time. Those
subjects are the basis for a life of
practicality."
After graduating from The
Catholic University of America, he
began teaching at West Philadelphia
Catholic High School for Boys as a
Christian Brother in training. At the
same time he attended the University
of Pennsylvania, where he received a
Ph.D. in English in 1960.
He served as President of La Salle
for almost 16 years (becoming the
26th President on January 1, 1977),
and President of The Catholic
University for six years. All the
while, he maintained classroom time
as an English professor.
He is the recipient of La Salle's
Lindback Distinguished Teaching
Award, and the La Salle Alumni
Association's highest award, the
Signum Fidei Medal.

Brother Patrick Ellis, FS.C. , pictured during
his days as la Salle's President
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A Better Life

I

f you want something done, give it
to a busy person.
Gabriel Blanco, '70, had plenty
to do as Chairman of the language
department at La Salle College High
School, but saw something he couldn't
pass up. He became director of
La Salle University's BUSCA
(Bil ingual Undergraduate Studies for
Collegiate Advancement) Program
for Spanish-speaking students. After
school each day, Blanco comes to
La Salle to oversee this burgeoning
program.

By Jon Caroulis

"I took this job because
I really feel a lot of
compassion for
Hispanics and their
situation," said
Blanco, who arrived
in the United States
without knowing a
word of English. "I
know what they're
going through. I've been
there."
The program had about 20 students when he took over two years
ago. This year, 85 are enrolled. He
says students are a 50-50 mix of
recent high school graduates and
older adults with full-time jobs and
famrnes.
BUSCA (which means "to search
for" in Spanish) enables students
who speak primarily Spanish to pursue a university education without
studying English before they begin.
Students take "content" courses in
Spanish for the first two years, while
they take (for credit) English as a
Second Language. Later, all coursework is done in English. So far, more
than 70 percent of BUSCA graduates

Past Meets Present

T

he journey to the court house in
Camden, N.J., was a little easier
for Judge Joseph H. Rodriguez, ' 55,
than it had been for his father, Mario.
The younger Rodriguez, a La Salle
University trustee, was appointed a
U.S. District Court Senior Judge in
1985 and hears cases in the building at
4th and Market streets where, decades
earlier, his father wa sworn in as a
naturalized United States citizen after
surviving a harrowing shipwreck.
Mario Rodriguez was born in Cuba
and raised in Puerto Rico. When he
was 20, he decided to emigrate to
New York City. He booked passage on
the USS Carolina, but the ship never

have stayed on at La Salle
to finish their four-year
degree.
"I have too much
regard for this program to see it fail,"
said Blanco, who
had taught part-time
in it before becoming
director. "There's a real
need for this; it's another
way to reach people. I understand that they want to make something of themselves, that education
can lead to a better life."
His next task, he says, is to try to
raise funds for scholarships.
"I like to be busy," he says, "and
if I can help others, I'm happy."

By Jon Caroulis

made it. On June 2, 1918, a German
submarine torpedoed the steamship
(and five others that same day). Mario
Rodriguez was one of 29 survivors
who rowed their way to safety. After
44 hours in a lifeboat, the exhausted
survivors landed on Atlantic City's
beach-right in the middle of a
Shriners' Convention. Seeing the survivors put the Shriners in a patriotic
mode, and their band began playing
The Star-Spangled Banner.
In 1995, a diver located the
wreckage of the Carolina off the
New Jersey coast and recovered the
10-pound letter "C" from the ship's
hull. The diver brought the metal

object to federal court to prove he
had found the vessel and ought to
obtain legal rights to other objects
from the ship.
The judge was the younger
Rodriguez. When he saw the "C" and
heard the story of where it came
from, "A flash went off to bring back
the past," he said. Later, he signed the
salvage rights to the steamship that
almost brought his father to America.
Last year, Judge Rodriguez was
interviewed by the History Channel
for a documentary about submarine
warfare, and also by the Philadelphia
Inquirer and Atlantic City Press
about his father's tale of survival.
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September 11 Follow-up

Cook, now in his
second career as a JROTC
instructor at Pemberton
Township High School, in
New Jersey, knew he had to
set an example.
"During the month of
September, I left my high
school cla sroom and served
as a volunteer worker at the
World Trade Center disaster
site. It was an experience
that I pray will never have to
be repeated in my lifetime,"
Cook said.
As a former serviceman
and a role model for students, Cook
felt an obligation to get
involved. His
patriotism and
values played
a huge part in
his decision.
"It is impossible to teach
citizenship
unless you
can live its
values," he
This photograph of Ground 7.ero was taken by Anny
aid. "When

I

n the days after the Sept.
11 , 2001, tragedy,
Americans participated in
the relief effort. Some of us
prayed, some of us donated
money, some of us donated
blood-and some of us
were called upon to do even
more than that.
Answering the call of
duty as o many Americans
did, Army Maj. John R.
Cook (Ret.), '74; Martin
McDermott, '82; and John
Torrence, ' 90, each went to
disaster locations and
helped rebuild.

Maj. John R. Cook (Ret.), '74, who volunteered there.

the World Trade
Center disaster
occurred, I volunteered to help my
fellow citizens."

A memorial near Shanksville, Pa.
(Photograph by John Torren ce, '90)

For the past
five years, McDermott
has worked at McKinney
Drilling Company as the
Philadelphia Di strict
Manager. After the attacks,
the Pott Authority of New
York and New Jersey
contracted with two companies, McDermott's being
one of them, to in tall
new ferry platforms on the
Hudson River at Battery
Park and re-establi sh commuter traffic.
McDermott and his
team were mobilized on
Sept. 21 and worked 24/7
until the job was completed
on Oct. 27.
"It was the most humbling experience I have ever
had," said McDermott. "As
my team and I were working with wind howling at 30
miles per hour on a Sunday
morning, no one complained. Everyone rallied

around this effort, and I
felt privileged to be able to
contribute."
Some 300 miles
away from Ground Zero,
Torrence-a professional
geologi t and project manager for ERM, lnc.-toiled
in Shanksville, Pa., at the
site of the Flight 93 crash.
Although he is unable
to comment on the specifics regarding his work,
Torrence for the past 11
years has been involved in
environmental engineering/
site investigation and
remediation.
"I think about the effort
every day. I am extremely
proud of the people I worked
with at the Pennsylvania
crash site and of the local
people I met in Shanksville.
They all did an admirable
job working together on- and
off-site," Torrence said.

Improving Communication

T

he Connelly Foundation has awarded the School of
Nursing a grant of $250,000 for its SpeechLanguage-Hearing Science Program. The grant will
help with construction and equipment for a
research/teaching laboratory and a community clinic
for residents with communication di sorders.
''This grant will help us provide the clinical experience
our students need and equipment to help them assess patient '
needs," said Zane Robinson Wolf, Dean of the School of
Nursing. ''The program expands the opportunitie for our student to provide service to the surrounding area, and is a good
example of how we stay in touch with our neighbors."
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A master's degree program i available for individuals who hold a bachelor' degree in SpeechLanguage Pathology or a related field. La Salle
also offers a five-year (bachelor' to ma ter's
degree) program to prepare for a career in
speech-language pathology. This program combines liberal arts and science courses with clinical
courses and profes ional experiences.
The Connelly Foundation's mission is to enhance the
quality of life in the Delaware Valley. Its grants reflect its
founders' directive to have concern for the issues that
affect society and the world at large.

Off-Campus Student Center Opens
itting into the neighborhood has always been a
challenge for universities.
Off-campus students occasionally abuse their new freedom , or don' t understand
their rights. Neighborhood
residents sometime feel
re entment toward rowdy
students and the univet ity that i o much a
pre ence in their area.
The Department of
Student Service at
La Salle hope to create
more understanding, and
bridge the gap between
town and gown, by
opening a center for offcampu and commuter tudent -the Brother
Augu tine Center at 5632
Uber St., just acros
Olney Ave. from the
Main Campus. The Center
opened in August.
Alan Wendell, Associate
Dean of Student , aid the

F

Center wi ll provide a "focus
for services to commuter
and off-campus students."
Special events and
student-nei ghbor mediations have already taken
place there. A full-time
professional taff member
who li ve on-si te also
provides student with
information about tenant rights, city code ,
and appropriate offcampus living behav ior.
"The Center i
going to build better
relationship with our
neighbors, and let students know they have
rights, too," Wendell
said. "It reminds us of
who and where we are.
We're not an isolated institution, but interwoven in the
neighborhood. It's good for
students to experience that."
The Center's name
honors Brother Dominic

(From left) Rebecca M. Murphy, Assistant Director
of Admission and Coordinator of International
Admission, talks with f reshmen Sajeel Qureshi and
Karim Rahimtoola, both from Canada, at the annual Multicultural a11d International Student Welcome
Reception, held in the f all.
SAVE

Augustine, F.S.C., who was
a member of the La Salle
taff for 2 1 year , and
chaired the Sociology
Department from 1948 to
1963. Brother Augu tine
was perhaps best known for
his work as the La Salle and
regional moderator of the
National Federation of
Catholic College Students.
He also focused his great
charity on those whom
social , economic, or hereditary factors had left with
little or no hope.
In the early 1940s, he
worked on labor relations,
helping workers to speak
publicly to make their
Christian views known at
union meeting . In the
1950 , he wa active in
olvi ng the social dilemma
of that period: changing
views on marriage and the
family.

(From right) The Rev. Alphonsus Yaa Dakora, a
senior M.B.A. student and graduate assistant in the
Multicultural and International Cente,; and
Rachael-Ann Joseph, a sophomore from Trinidad,
greet Rahimtoola and Qureshi.

THESE

DATES

...

Spring 2002
School of Business Events
April 4, 6:30 p.m.

April 25, 6:30 p.m.

Annual Busines School Celebration
The Uni on League of Philadelphia

Accounting Award Dinner
Student Union/Ballroom

Helping
Young
Mothers

L

a Salle Univer ity'
Neighborhood Nur ing
Center is the lead organization of four nursing groups
awarded a $4.8 million
Nurse Family Partnership
grant from Philadelphia's
departments of Health
and Human
Services to
elp improve
the health
of expectant young
mothers and
their children.
The other awardees
are the College of Nursing
and Health Professions
at MCP/Hahnemann
Univer ity, the Department
of Nur ing at Temple
Univer ity ' College of
Allied Health Profe sions,
and the Visiting Nurse
Association of Greater
Philadelphia.
The grant will enable
public health nurses from
the organizations to work
with pregnant women.
The goal is to improve the
health of mother and infant
throughout the pregnancy,
and continue to provide
follow-up care and health
education after the birth.
Dr. Kay Kinsey, a
professor of nursing at
La Salle and Director of
the nur ing center, said
helping mother and infant
maintain good health during pregnancy would help
improve their health in the
future . This program is
based on a national model
and is being conducted for
the first time in the city.
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Good Sports

L

a Salle's traditional athletic colors
are, of course, blue and gold. But
in the last several years, a little bit of
black has become more visible in
Explorer Athletics.
La Salle isn't following the national
athletic trend that has seen teams opt
for darker colors in their uniforms.
Instead, the black represents the
increased presence of the Christian
Brothers in the operations of the
Athletic Department.
"Increasing the presence of the
Christian Brothers in athletics has
been a special goal. One of the distinctive characteristics about the program that we promote to prospective
students and their parents is the unique
nature and the value of a Lasallian
education. The presence of Christian
Brothers among our staff is a continuing reminder of the important role that
the Brothers provide for all of us associated with the Athletics Program,"
said Dr. Thomas Brennan, La Salle's
Director of Athletics.
For two Brothers in particular,
athletics is a full-time commitment.
rother John Kane, F.S.C., ' 80, is
in his third year as Director of
Athletic Operations and Facilities. He
came to La Salle after a total of 15
years at Archbishop Carroll High
School in Radnor, Pa., and West
Catholic High School in Philadelphia,
where he was Athletic Director.
''The opportunity to work in college
athletics had a great appeal," Br. John
said. "Being here adds to the presence
of the Brothers on campus, and my job
gives students another perspective on
what we are and what we do."
His job involves some very long
hours. On a game day, for example, it's
normal for him to work from 6 a.m. to
9 p.m., but Br. John said the opportunity
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to interact with so many students
makes the long hours worthwhile.
"We have around 500 studentathletes, and 100 student workers on
top of that, so it's an opportunity for
me, as a Brother, to get to interact with
young people. It's also an opportunity
for students to get to know the
Brothers in a different way," he said.
"One thing that helps me is that I
love ath letics. At a basketball game,
I'm at work, but I also enjoy watching
the game."
Br. John is also responsible for
coordinating use of La Salle athletic
facilities among high schools and other
organizations. La Salle has hosted the
Philadelphia Public and Catholic
League swimming championships,
Catholic League boys' basketball playoffs, baseball and softball playoffs,
Public League baseball playoffs, and
an assortment of other activities.
A lifelong Philadelphian, Br. John
remembers driving to La Salle College
in the early 1970s with his father, John
Kane Sr., ' 52, and the two of them
watched as the Hayman Center was
built. "Little did I know, 30 years later,
that I'd be the one in charge of the
building's operations," he said.
His day-to-day job includes allocating field and court time to La Salle's
23 men's and women's athletic teams
at the University's athletic facilities:
Hayman Center, McCarthy Stadium,
Good Shepherd Field, Hank De Vincent
Field, and Belfield Tennis Courts.
The coaches are very understanding of the facility challenges, and their
understanding is typical of the sense of
community within the department and
the University.
In further developing that sense of
community, Br. John most recently
assumed the supervisory role of
La Salle Athletics' Project Teamwork,

an organized community outreach
program designed to develop a sense of
service among the University's studentathletes. Working clo ely with the
Belfield Recreation Center and a local
chapter of the Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Organization through a grant from the
Patricia Kind Family Foundation,
La Salle has been a leader within
Philadelphia in as i ting area youth.
"Project Teamwork is of particular
importance because it is an attempt
by Athletics to reflect the mission of
service that defines all of La Salle
University," Kane said. 'We try to
establish specific program through
which our student-athletes can get positively involved with kids in the community. I think the experience, as we continue to develop and grow, will be
worthwhile and rewarding for everyone.
"Getting our tudent-athletes out
into the community will further perpetuate what La Salle is. It' a caring
and friendly place."
rother Steven Casale, F.S.C., '62,
also thinks of La Salle as a very
friend ly place. "The warmth and
friend liness i impre ive, in general,
and in particular, in the Hayman
Center," he said.
Br. Steven is in hi econd year as
Assistant Director of Academic and
Student Support Service . He monitors
the academic progress of all members
of the footba ll , baseball , men 's and
women's swimming, and men 's and
women's rowing teams.
If necessary, Br. Steven matches
the athletes with student tutors. He
has compiled a pool of potential
tutors, mostly on the advice of department chair , and he works to make a
match when a student-athlete expresses
a need.
His current position affords him the
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opportunity to deal with studentathletes on an individual basis.
"Certain students meet with me on
a regular basis to monitor academjc
progress, and I offer advice about academics," he said. "Basically, my job is
meeting with people one-on-one,
while also assuming counseling, managerial, and admjnistrative roles. It's
gratifying when you see students take
advice or do well becau e of your
advice and manage to be successful
because of that," he said.

M

eanwhile, the Brothers have
also been making their presence known on the sidelines with
three teams.
Brother Edward Sheehy, F.S.C.,
'68, may be La Salle's most recognjzable Brother. In addition to hls
regular load of history courses,
Brother Ed, as he is known to everyone who's passed through 20th and
Olney in the last 14 years, is also a
fixture on the sideline for La Salle's
two most recognizable teams.
For 10 years, Br. Ed has been the
moderator for the men's basketball
team . He also has worked in the same
capacity for the football team since
the re-establishment of the program
in 1997.
"We have a long tradition at
La Salle of the presence of religious
faculty members on the bench," Br. Ed
said. He called hjs involvement "a sign
of the Brothers' commitment to athletics," but added that he's interested in
more than just athletics when it comes
to student activities. "I have a great
personal interest in sports, but I thjnk
it' good for younger adult to ee faculty members at their events, be they
athletic, dramatic, or otherwise.
"The more you know students, the
more you can interact with them as
adults, and one of the strengths of this
institution is that we know each other
personally," Br. Ed added.
The primary role of a moderator is
to lead the team in prayer before and
after every game. Br. Ed became the
men's basketball team's moderator
nine years ago, replacing the Rev.

Robert Breen, the moderator since the
late '80s. Father Breen was transferred
to a parish near Easton, Pa.
Newly named Head Coach Archie
Stalcup is among a large band of Br.
Ed admirer .
"Without a doubt, La Salle's number one athletic fan i Br. Ed, a caring
friend to our athletes and coaches
alike," Stalcup said. "Since the rebirth
of La Salle football in 1997, Br. Ed
has been our confidant, the one we
can always
depend on for
encouragement, advice,
and support.

"He brings great spirit and a fresh
perspective for sports, and he has a
way of incorporating both into everyday experiences that is unmatched."

M

eanwhile, on the women's side,
a new tradition was begun two
years ago. For the first time, the
women's basketball team was assigned
its own moderator, Brother David
Schulz, F.S.C.
"The Brothers want to make a
public show of support that we
consider women's athletics equally
as important," Br. David said. "I'm
really glad that I got invited, in that
it's piqued my interest in women's
athletics, and I enjoy being with them
as their moderator."
Like Br. Ed, Br. David leads
the team in its pre- and postgame prayers, and added,
"On a practical level, I'm
available as a tutor, so the
women have access to
academic support."
He deemed his
first season a success and a meaningful experience.
"It's all been
very positive,
and there's been
more friendly
bantering back
and forth as
we've gotten
to know each
other," Br.
David said.
"I'd like to
Brother Edward
do it next
Sheehy, FS.C., '68
year and
continue
on ."

I personally enjoy
watchlng him on
the sideline during a
game. He is as emotionally involved as any
player or coach.
Knowing that Br. Ed is
an outstanding professor,
I have, on more than one
occasion, tried to test
his historical knowledge of the
game ... only to
come out on the
short end of the
question. Christian
Brothers such as
Br. Ed Sheehy are
what make
La Salle
special for
our studentathletes and coaches."
La Salle' first-year men's basketball coach Billy Hahn echoed the prevailing sentiment on the association of
Br. Ed with Explorer Athletics.
"Having Br. Ed as a part of our team
is extremely valuable," Hahn said.

lso thls year, Brother Edward
Conway, F.S.C., described by
crew member as "a team chaplain of
sorts," has come on board as the moderator of crew. One of his most important contribution has been the formation of a Parent ' Association, which,
among other activitie , has set up
refreshments for post-race gatherings.
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2002 Explorer Club Fund Drive
The Explorer Club is looking for individuals who are interested in
taking a leadership role with the athletic program and willing to
participate in the Spring Fund Drive. For additional information,
please contact Peter D'Orazio, Executive Director of the Explorer
Club, at 215/951 -1545.
Fund Drive Schedule of Events
Kick-Off Party
Reporting Session
Victory Celebration

April 16
May 2 and 16
May 31

To receive an Explorer Club membership application, please call the Athletic
Advancement Office at 215/951 - 1545 or e-mail us at explorerclub@lasalle.edu

Holroyd Lecture

23rd Annual Holroyd Avvard and
Lecture Slated for April 5
the University of Pennsylvania
a Salle's School of Arts
School of Medicine in 1983.
and Sciences and the
He completed postgraduate
Health Professions
training at the university
Alumni Association
hospitals of Case
will hold their 23rd
Western Reserve
annual Holroyd
University and the
Program on Friday,
University of
April 5, at 7 p.m. in
Pennsylvania Medical
the Dan Rodden
Center. Upon his graduation
Theatre.
Roland Holroyd
from La Salle, he received the
John Michael Draganescu,
McShain Award for outstanding
M.D., FACP, '79, the
contribution to the University and the
Assistant Director of the Internal
award for highest honors in the
Medicine Residency Program at Mercy
Department of Biology.
Catholic Medical Center in
A board-certified gastroenterologist,
Philadelphia and Darby, Pa., has been
Dr. Draganescu is a Diplomate of the
chosen as the recipient of this year's
National Board of Medical Examiners
Holroyd Award.
and a clinical assistant professor of
Joseph M . Kaczmarczyk, D.O.,
medicine at Hahnemann University/
M.P.H., Senior Medical Advisor
Medical College of Pennsylvania
on the Federal Executive Staff of
(MCP). He is an active staff member in
the White House Commission on
the division of gastroenterology at sevComplementary and Internal
eral local hospitals, including Mercy
Medicine, will give the Holroyd
Catholic Medical Center, Delaware
Lecture, titled, "Complementary
County Memorial, Mercy Community,
and Alternative Medicine in Medical
and Springfield. He serves on a multiEducation: Implications for Pretude of professional and civic commitHealth Professions in Education ."
tees and helps to provide assistance to
The award ceremony and lecture
financialJy disadvantaged undergraduwill be immediately followed by a
ates who wish to pursue a career in
reception.
medicine.
Named after the beloved La SaJJe
Recently named a FelJow in the
biology professor Roland Holroyd
American College of Physicians-the
( 1896-1985), known to his legions of
American Society of Internal
former students as "the Good Doctor,"
Medicine, Dr. Draganescu has received
the Holroyd Award is given annuaJJy to
accolades throughout his career.
a La Salle graduate who has made
Among them are the Dean's Award for
distinguished contributions to the
Excellence in Clinical Teaching from
medical profession. The Holroyd
Hahnemann University/MCP (1997)
Lecture showcases one of our nation's
and the Physician's Recognition Award
leading medical experts.
from the American Medical
Holroyd Award Recipient
Association (1993). He is the past presA 1975 alumnus of La Salle College
ident of La Salle's Health Professions
High School, Dr. Draganescu graduated
Alumni Association (1992-96).
maxima cum Laude from La Salle in
1979 and earned his M.D. degree from

L

Board-certified in both OB/GYN
and Occupational Medicine,
Dr. Kaczmarczyk is an Associate
Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynecology and Adjunct Associate
Professor of Preventive Medicine and
Biometrics at the Uniformed Services
University of the Health Sciences,
where he also serves as the course
director for a fourth-year medical
student elective in complementary
and alternative medicine.
Dr. Kaczmarczyk received his
bachelor's degree from Lycoming
College, his master's degree in
physiology and biophysics from West
Virginia University, his D.O. from the
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine, and his M.P.H. in Health
Services Administration from the
Uniformed Services University of the
Health Sciences. He is a career commissioned officer in the U.S. Public
Health Service and holds the rank
of captain.
He is the President of the American
College of Osteopathic Obstetricians
and Gynecologists, a member of the
American Osteopathic Association's
Women's Health Advisory Committee,
and serves on the Complementary and
Alternative Medicine Task Force. In
addition, Dr. Kaczmarczyk serves on
the Maryland Women's Health
Promotion Council and the National
Council for Quality Assurance
Women's Health Measurement
Advisory Panel for the HEDIS
report cards.

Find a Classmate!
Ever wonder what happened to that
freshman roommate? Or how about
your sophomore lab partner? Well,
wonder no more. The latest edition
of the La Salle Alumni Directory is
being compiled, and should be available in early 2003.
Your participation will ensure a
comprehensive directory designed to
help you find old classmates and network with your colleagues. Further
details will follow.
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Alumni Awards Honor Tvvo Distinguished
Alumni and the Polee Family

T

wolonotime su;porter of the
University
were honored
for their contribution at
the annual
Th omas J. Lynch, '62
La Salle Alumni
Association awards dinner on Nov. 16.
Thoma J. Lynch, ' 62, Vice Pre ident
of the Rittenhouse
Trust Company
and Pre ident of
the Union League
of Philadelphia,
and John J. Shea,
' 59, former chairman of the Board
John J. Shea, '59
of Trustees at
La Salle and
retired President and Chief Executive
Officer of Spiegel, Inc., were given the
John J. Finley Memorial Award for
their continued ervice and commitment to La Salle.
Among Lynch's many contributions

to La Salle, he served as Co-Chair for
the eighth annual La Salle University
Charter Dinner as wel I as on the
Council of President's Associates and
the Business Advisory Board of the
School of Business Administration.
He currently is a member of the
Explorer Club and an active supporter
of Sigma Phi Delta.
Shea has also devoted much of his
time to La Salle by serving on the
Board of Trustees from 1991 to 2001.
He was Chairman of the Board from
1993 to 2001. He was the first layperson to be named Chairman.
The Association also awarded the
Signum Fidei Medal , whose name
01iginates from the motto of the
Christian Brothers: "Sign of Faith." It
is presented annually to someone who
has made noteworthy contributions to
the advancement of humanitarian
principles in keeping with the
Christian-Judea tradition.
This year's recipients were John
and Kathy Polee, who since the
murder of their 16-year-old on, Eddie,

2002 Hall of Athletes Inductions- Individual athletes were honored f or
their achievements at La Salle's Hall ofAthletes lnduc1io11 Feb. 2.
Awardees were John K. Lyons, La Salle 's men 's and women 's swimming
coach from 1982-99; Kimberly (Long) Draganosky, '88, the .first La Salle
woman swimmer to win an Eastenz championship wilh vic101y in the
1,650-yardfreestyle (1985); She1y l Reid Barnhill, '86, 1he jirs1 woman
Explorer lo become an NCM track qualifier; and Sam R. Boone, J,:,
'86, lhe Explorers ' baseball 's leading hitter in 1985 wilh a .440 baning
average in 51 games. Flv m left: Thomas Brennan, La Salle 's Di rec/Or of
ln1ercollegiate Athlelics and Recrealion; Lyons; Long; Reid Barnhill;
Boone; /he evening 's emcee and CN8 sports commen/ator Lou Tilley;
and Gerry Binder, '73, La Salle Alumni Associalion Presidenl.
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Preside nt's Cup 2002
Please join Brother Michael J.
McGinniss, F.S.C., for the fourth
annual President's Cup Golf
Tournament

Monday, April 22, 2002
Blue Bell Country Club
Blue Bell, Pa.
12:30 p.m.
Shotgun Start
5:30 p.m.
Cocktail , Dinner, Prizes,
Auction , and Raffle

To reserve your spot today :
Please reply with your name, address,
and phone number to:
215/951- 1880 or e-mail
gordon@lasalle.edu
in November of 1994, have risen to
the challenge of eeking justice in the
way St. John Bapti t de La Salle
proclaimed. In conjunction with an
organization called "Lost Dream ," the
Polecs tell their tory in the hope that
their experience will help prevent
future violence, pecifically among
hi gh chool students.

Also inducted info La Salle's Hall ofA1hletes lhis year was /he 1952 NIT
Clwmpionship Baske1ball Team, in honor of the 50th anniversa,y. Thal
year; 1he Explorers.finished wilh a 25-7 record. Team members ell/ending the induc1ion were: (from row,from left) John Moosbrugge1; '54;
Guy (Tom) Sot1ile, '54 (manager); Hany Brune,; '52 (1rainer); Jim
Warrington, '55; Dick Breen, '53; and Bill Katheder, '58. (Back roH',
ftvm left) Buddy Donnelly, '52 (captain); Jack Moore, '54; Frank
O 'Hara Jr. (son of Frank O 'Hara, '54); Helene Sperka (wife of Norm
Grekin, '53); Jack French, '53; Newt Jones, '52; and Ed Altieri, '55.
Also on 1he /eam, bu/ not presenl, were: Tom McCormick, '54; Tom
Gola, '55; Fred Jehle, '53; Joe Gilson Jr:, '55; Jam es O 'Connor, '52
(manager); and Coach Ken Loeffle1:
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1938 I Michael C.
Rainone, Esq. (B.A.), was presented with the Disti ngui shed
Service Award at the last annual
meeting of the Philadelphia
Trial Lawyers Association, of
which he was previously the
President. He is Chainnan
Emeritus of the Justice Michael
A. Musmanno Award, the most
prestigious award given annually by the Philadelphia Trial
Lawyers Association.

1941 I John J. McHale
(B.A.) lives in Ivesdale, Ill .,
with his wife, Catherine. He
is a License Remitter and a
eucharistic mini ster. He wa a
Navy lieutenant in World War
II and was a committeeman
for 40 years. He and Catherine
have 12 children and 31
grandchildren.

1950 I John A. Whyte,
D.0. (B.A.), was a family
practitioner in Croydon , Pa.,

for 45 years, before retiring in
1999. He lives in Yardley, Pa.

1951 I Mario A. Bucci
(B.A.) and hi s wife, Bombina,
recently celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary. They
live in Philadelphia.
1953 I Brother Philip
Whitman, F.S.C. (M.A.), of
Beltsv ille, Md ., celebrated hi s
Golden Jubilee as a Christian
Brother in October 2001. He

Carrying the Olympic Torch
t began on December 4, 2001, in Atlanta. From there, 11,500 people continued
the Olympic torch relay for approximately 13,500 miles through 46 states until it
made its way to Salt Lake City for the 2002 Olympic Winter Games on February 8.
Joseph T. Cashman, '00, helped to get it there.
The 35-year-old Bustleton res ident carried the three-pound torch for a quartermile down South Broad Street in Philadelphia, with his friends and family on the
sidelines. He was nominated to take part
in the relay by his older sister, Joan .
When she heard about how CocaCola, Chevrolet, and the Salt Lake
Organizing Committee were soliciting
nominations for inspirational Americans
to carry the flame, she submitted his
name. She described her brother as
someone who is always available to help
others or to offer good advice to his large
family (He is the seventh of 13 children).
"He's just an all-around great guy."
Despite three knee surgeries and
chronic hearing problems, Cashman
recently completed his first marathon, ran
in the Philadelphia Distance Run, and plans
to complete the Broad Street Run in May.
His wife, Chris Giansiracusa
Cashman, '88, sa id he never complains
and always goes out of his way to help
people. "It's the little things he does,"
she said .
Joseph J. Cashman, '00

I

was a professor at La Salle
from 1955 to 1970.

1 960 I Robert W. Sutter,
Esq. (B.S.), retired from the
practice of law after 35 years,
the last 20 of which were
spent as First Deputy Public
Defender in Bucks County,
Pa. He is still active in rowing
as a judge-referee, and lives in
Ocean City, N.J.
1961 I Edward
Gryczynski (B.A.) who
retired in 1985 as a Lieutenant
Colonel after more than 21
years in the U.S. Army, retired
from hi s "second career" as
Director of the Personal
Affairs Department of the
Retired Officers Association
after 17 years in that position.
He and hi s wife, Kerry, will
move to their retirement home
in Lake of the Woods, near
Fredericksburg, Va., in the
spring of 2002.
1962 I Edward C. Lucas
(B.S.) retired as Commodore
of the Schuylkill Navy of
Philadelphia. He is past
director of the Stotesbury
Cup Regatta, the largest high
school regatta in the world,
and the Independence Day
Regatta. He is a resident of
Philadelphia.
1963 I George H. Benz
Jr., M.D. (B.S.), retired from
the active practice of general
surgery in the Pittsburgh area
after 25 years.
Leonard Bordzol (B.S.) and
hi s wife, June, are on a workstudy program teaching
English in Poland. The couple
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also take distance-learning
classes from Framingham
State College, working toward
M.S. degrees in Education.

William A. Garrigle (B.A.),
a partner in
the law firm of
Garrigle and
Palm, of
Cherry Hill,
N.J., has been
elected as
Senior Coun el to the American
College of Barristers. He is
board-certified as a trial advocate by the National Board of
Trial Advocacy.

Robert P. Pietrangelo (B.A.)
has been appointed Chief
Operating Officer of Donlar
Biosyntrex Corporation, a
world leader in using green
chemj try to create environmentally friendly products.
He will be responsible for the
overall operations of the company, including sales, marketing, research, manufacturing,
and finance.

Pennsylvania, Delaware, and
Maryland. He is the Chairman
of the TechTrends Executive
Board, which addresses economic development issues and
congressional relations.

1968 I Warren Klenk,
Ed.D. (B.A.), and Richard
Van Fossen (B.A. '88)
started KVFL Fundraising
Management in 2000, a
consulting firm with clients
throughout the Delaware
Valley.

Joseph T. Maurer (B.S.),
Central Pennsylvania's 1994
Entrepreneur of the Year
Service Award winner, has
formed a new business with
his daughter, Leighann Moll.
Their upscale women's health
club is called the Momentum
Fitness Center.

1969 I John C. Becker
(B.A.) was elected the incoming President of the American
Agricultural Law Association.
He lives in State College, Pa.

1964 I John Guiniven,
(B.A.) formerly a faculty
member at the University of
South Carolina, has been
named Assistant Professor of
public relations in the S.I.
Newhouse School of Public
Communications at Syracuse
University. He i a resident of
Manli us, N.Y.
Donald McAvoy (B.S.) of
Norristown, Pa. , retired from
Hewlett-Packard after 23
years of service. He also
retired from the Board of
Directors of the Laymens'
Retreat League at St. Joseph's
in the Hi ll s after three terms .
Gerald C. Plewes (B.S.) and
his wife, Mary, celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary on
October 20, 200 I . They are
re idents of Philadelphia.

1967 I Jim Donahue
(B.A.) has organized the
TechTrends Conference Series
in conjunction with the members of the Congressional
delegations from New Jersey,
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1970 I William Campo
(B.S.) has been appointed
Chairman of The Phi ll y Six
Coache versus Cancer, which
includes all of the Big Five
Coaches plus Drexel. As
Chairman, he will be responsible for organizing all of the
fundraisers for The Philly Six.
John F. Graham (B.S.) has
been named to a three-year
term on the Board of
Overseers for Seton Hall
University 's School of
Diplomacy and International
Relations.
Pasquale A. Miller (B.S.) has
been promoted to tax manager
at the C. P. A. and consulting
firm of Cogen Sklar LLP, in
Bala Cynwyd, Pa.

Charles M. Sielski (B.A.)
retired after 30 years as a
U.S. Postal Inspector in the
New York and Philadelphia
Divisions.

Mathematician
Receives Presidential
Teaching Avvard
ach year a national panel of distinguished
scientists, mathematicians, and educators
recommends up
to 216 teachers to
receive one of the
White House's
Presidential
Awards for
Excellence in
Mathematics and
Science Teaching
(PAEMST) . Last
year, Vicky Clark
Kauffman, '76,
was one of them.
A mathematics and robotics
Vicky Clark Kauffman, '76

E

teacher at the
Career Enrichment Center in Albuquerque, N.M.,
Kauffman was selected from more than 600 national finalists to receive the 2000 Presidential Award
for Secondary Mathematics. There are approxi mately 2 million K-12 science and mathematics
teachers across the country eligible for the honorthe most prestigious administered by the National
Science Foundation (NSF).
"The talent and motivation it takes to cultivate
young minds deserves recognition," said NSF
Director Rita Colwell. "Today, we honor those mathematics and science teachers who bring innovation
into the classroom and spark the desire to learn in
our children-our future leaders. The dedication to
excellence of these teachers should inspire us all."
As part of the award, Kauffman received a $7,500
educational grant to improve her school's math
program and was invited to the Nation's Capital to
participate in a series of celebratory events.
After graduating from La Salle with a degree in
Secondary Education/Mathematics in 1976, she
taught for several years in Philadelphia. She moved
to the Southwest in 1982 to attend graduate school
and teach at the University of New Mexico, and has
been a math teacher with the Albuquerque Public
Schools since 1984.

1971 I Robert J.
Christian (B.A.) is the
Senior Vi ce Pres ident and
Chief Investment Officer at
Wilmington Trust Company in
Wilmington, Del. He recently
received the 200 I Alumni
Award of Excell ence fro m the
Un iversity of Delaware's
College of Business and
Economics.
1972 I Robert Cohen,
C.P.A., C.F.E. (B.S.), is the
President of the Phil adelph ia
Area C hapter of Certified
Fraud Examiners, Inc. He
recently delivered a speech
to the me mbers of the
Phil adelphia Area Chapter on
"How to Admini ster a
Litigati on Services Practi ce."
He also addressed the
National Assoc iation of
Financial Services Auditors
on "How to Detect and
Prevent Financial Statement
Fraud ."
1973 I William D. Fox Jr.
(B.S.) was a walk-on to the
La Salle men's basketball team
in 1971. His daughter, Bridget,
a sophomore at La Salle, this
year fo llowed in his footsteps
as a walk-on fo r the women's
team.
Thomas A. O'Brien, Ph.D.
(B.S), received hi s certi ficate
as a Program Management
Professional fro m the Project
Management Institute in June
200 1. He is currently managing the Canadian clinical trials
of Ortho's Automated Systems
fo r screening blood donations
fo r the presence of HIV and
other infectio us agents.
Robert Welsh (B.A.) has
been elected a Fellow of the
Radio Club of America, which
is the oldest radi o engineering
soc iety in the country. The
honor is a result of his
research into the hi story of
radio physics.

1974 I Michael Casey
(B.A.), thanks to a two-year
conditioning program sponsored by Team in Training,
competed in hi s fi rst marathon.
He raised over $8,000 fo r
cancer research and ran the
Dublin, Ireland, marathon.
He ran to honor hi s sister,
Pat, who passed away fro m
Non-Hodgkin 's Lymphoma.
William E. Tierney, C.P.A.
(B.S), is a practice manager
and co-owner of Jersey Cape
Rehabilitati on Therapy
Company in Cape May
Courthouse, N .J .
1976 I Ronald M.
Fonock (B.A.) was pro moted
to Chief of Poli ce fo r the
Upper Merion Township
Police Department in
November 200 1.
J. Mark McLoone (B.A.) is
serving as the American
College of Healthcare
Executives Regent fo r
Delaware and received the
College's Regent Award .
1977 I Rev. Charles
Knappenberger, S.T.M.
(B.S.) serves as National
Chaplain of the Army
Security Agency Korean War
Veterans Association.
1978 I Joan Gallo Valk
(B.A.) recentl y became the
Director of Human Resources
fo r the Vicariate of Human
Services fo r the Di ocese of
Camde n.
Catherine M. Harper, Esq.
(B.A.), is a land use attorney
and mun icipal solicitor. She
spoke to the Center fo r Rural
Pennsylvania on "Land Use
and Agriculture" at a rural
summit held in Harri sburg.
Susan A. Laniewski, Esq.
(B.A.), has been appointed
Info rmation Technology
Project Manager fo r the
Massachusetts Trial Court.
Patricia Mitchell (B.A.)
received her Master's of
Di vinity degree from Eastern

Bapti st Theological Seminary
and was ordained on Nov. I 0,
2001 .

1979 I Margaret Byrne
Cargan (B.A.) was recently
named Theology Department
Chair at Conwell -Egan
Catholic High School in
Philadelphia. She will graduate
in May 2002 with a Master's
in Pastoral Counseling degree
from La Salle.

1981 I John D. Rossi m
(B.S.) has been invited to
serve as a member of the
American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants'
(AICPA) Gro up of One
Hundred, a presti gious crossfun ctional group of AICPA
me mbers fro m vari ous segments of the profession. He
also was elected President of
the Lehi gh Valley chapter of
the Institute of Management
Accountants fo r 200 1-02.
1 982 I Dr. Mary Ayala
(B.A.), Assoc iate Professor of
modem languages and Chair
of the Department of
Languages
and Literature
at Eastern
New Mex ico
Uni versity,
has been
selected as the
200 I Carneg ie Foundation fo r
the Advancement of Teaching
New Mex ico Professor of the
Year. Criteria fo r receiv ing the
award incl ude extraordinary
dedi cation to undergraduate
teaching, demonstrated by
excellence in : impact on and
involvement with undergraduate students; scholarly
approach to learning; contribution to undergraduate education
in the institution, community,
and profession; and support
fro m colleagues and current
and former undergraduate
students.

1984 I Kenneth J.
Sylvester (M.B.A.) recentl y
joined Photogen Technologies
in New Hope, Pa., as Vice
Preside nt of Manufac turing.
He was prev iously Vice
Preside nt of Operation at
Watson Pharmaceuticals.
1985 I Gregory A.
Burton (B.A.) was recentl y
appointed Assoc iate Dean of
Arts and Scie nces at Seton
Hall University.
William F. Ernst III (B.S.) is
a cl aim s manager fo r S.D.I.C.
in Fort Washington. He
coaches crew at La Sall e Hi gh
School and also serves as a
volunteer firefig hter with the
Weldon Fire Company. Hi s
son, Willi am IV (2), and
daughter, Katie (8 months),
were both bapti zed by the
Rev. Joseph Coffey, U.S.N.
(B.A. '83).
1986 I Teri Lewis (B.S.)
was recently promoted to
Assistant Regional In spector
General fo r Audit fo r the
Phil adelphia regional office of
the U. S. Department of
Education Office of Inspector
Ge neral.
Edward C. Sweeney (B.A.),
an a sociate attorney with
Wusimich, Brogan &
Stanzione, was presented
with the 200 I Larry M .
Simonsmeier Award fo r the
best legal articl e in 200 I concerning a pharmacy-related
topic by the American Society
for Pharmacy Law.
1987 I William J. Miles
(B.A.) was appointed
Principal of Saint John
Neumann High School in
Philadelphi a in July 2001.
Throughout hi s career, he has
taught Engli sh at Cardinal
Dougherty, Bishop Egan, and
John W. Hallahan hi gh
schools, and served as
Assistant Principal fo r
Acade mic Affa irs at
Archbi shop Ryan High
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School fo r one year. He and
hi s wife, Mary, have one
child, Michaella.
Sister Linda Marie Sariego,
0.S.F. (M.A.), has been elected to the Board of Trustees at
Neumann College, a
Franciscan institution in
Aston, Pa., where she once
taught Spanish as an adjunct
fac ulty member. She has been
an associate to the Vicar fo r
Administrati on of the
Archdiocese of Phil adelphia
since 1994 and is a member of
the Philadelphia Archdiocesan
Board of Education. Sister
Linda has worked with the
Archdiocese since 1975 in
various capacities, such as
Family Life Coordinator,
Assistant Director fo r
Renewal of Pastoral Life, and
tutor of Spanish for priests.

1988 I Richard Van
Fossen Jr. (B.A.) and
Warren Klenk (B.A. '68)
started K.V.F.L. Fundraising
Management, a consulting
firm fo r nonprofi ts and higher
education with clients
throughout the Delaware
Valley. Fossen is the fo rmer
Director of Development for
the Colorado Spri ngs
Symphony Orchestra.
1989 I Joanie Lovelace
(B.S.N.) was promoted to
Health Services Admini strator
with Correctional Medical
Services, where she began as
a charge nurse in November
2000. She has had several
managerial positions within
the nursing fie ld over the past
25 years.
Jim Gulick (B.A.) was
appointed Assistant Vice
President fo r Alumni
Relations at La Salle.
Stephanie Wankel Dickinson
(B.A.) was recently elected
President of the Delaware
Valley Society of Association
Executives.
Maureen Pancoast
Waddington (B.A.) was
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recently hired as Executi ve
Director of the Delaware
Valley Society of Association
Executives .

1 990 I Frederick
Prozzillo (B.A.), after
completing internships in
Cambodia and Nepal, recently
received his Master of
Architecture degree fro m the
Frank Lloyd Wright School of
Architecture.
1991 I James J.
McBride (B.S.) has been
named seni or business development manager at Turner
Investment Partners, Inc., a
firm that invests more than
$8 billion on behalf of institutions and individuals.
1992 I Christopher J.
Barbier (B.S.) was named
Manager of Business and
Info rmati on Technology
Consulting Services at Smart
and Associates LLP in
Devon, Pa.
Sister Hilary Decker, 0 .S.B.
(M.A.), is the Director of the
St. Scholastica Center in Fort
Smith, Ari z. The center is a
pl ace fo r both private and
group retreats and other
prayerful activities.
Donna Gregg (B.A.) is the
Director of Sales and
Marketing fo r Coca-Cola in
Buffalo, N.Y.
1993 I John Lenox
(B.A.) received a First Pl ace
Award and Best of Show at
the 33rd annual Pepperpot
Achievement Awards
Ceremony of the Phil adelphia
Chapter of the Public
Relations Soc iety of America.
Hi s award was in the public
service category for a colorectal cancer awareness campaign
titled "Things to Do Now that
I' m 50."
John F. Reilly (B.A.) is a
First Lieutenant with the U. S.

Army Reserves, Fort Drum,
N. Y. He has been called to
acti ve duty with the military
police unit he commands.
John P. Sheahan (B.A.)
recentl y participated in hi s
fourth straight New York City
Marathon. It was hi s eighth
marathon overall.

1994 I Richard Sumter
(M.A.) is the sole managing
member of RLS Communications LLC. His company
has been awarded a contract
to provide consulting services
to the Chester Housing
Authority.
Kelly Walker Kershner
(B.A.) is a special education
teacher fo r the Phoenixv ille
(Pa.) School Di strict.
1995 I Mark Fiore (B.S.)
of Staten Island, N.Y., is a
member of the Admi rals Club,
honoring the top ten loan officers within Citifinancial
Mortgage, which is currentl y
ranked No. I .
Anne Marie Ferro (B.A.)
received a·First Place Award
and Best of Show at the 33rd
Annual Pepperpot Achievement
Awards Ceremony of the
Philadelphia Chapter of the
Publ ic Relations Society of
America. Her award was in the
category Single Piece
Communications-Print, for
Answers, a newsletter sent to
the American Cancer Society's
major donors.
1996 I Frank Ferrare
(B.A.) received his J.D. in
2000.
1998 I Jennifer Cox

medi a relations, community
relations, external marketing,
and special event planning.

2000 I Joanne Cislo
(B.S.W.) received her M.S.W.
degree from Rutgers
University in May 200 1.
Nancy Fusco (B.A.) of
Newtown, Pa., was recently
appointed Director of
Development for Grey Nuns
of the Sacred Heart in
Yardley, Pa.
2001 I Andrew Kolisz
(M.A.) was recently promoted
to School Social
Worker by the
New Jersey
Department of
Human Services,
Office of
Education. He is
currently working toward his
M.S.W. degree at Monmouth
University.
Barbara Ward (B.S.N.) was
recentl y hired as a Clini cal
In structor in La Salle's
School of Nurs ing.
David Wier (M.B.A.)
received hi s Certificati on
in Human Resource
Management fro m the
American Management
Association in September
200 I and hi s Certification in
Professional Resource
Management from Vill anova
University and SHRM
Learning System in
November 2001 .

Births

2001 .

1980 I A daughter, Shi ra
Lilli an, to Rabbi Steven
Folberg (B.A.) and Saundra
Goldman.

1999 I Kristy Kane
(B.A.) is the new Marketing/
Communication manager fo r
Hahnemann University
Hospital. Her responsibilities
include public relations,

1983 I Twin sons,
Cameron and Connor, to
Brian E. Kelca (M.B.A.,
B.S. '82) and Kimmy
Rooney-Kelca.

(B.A.) received her M.A. in

Deirdre (Lynch) Tennant, '94: An Iron Woman
t's perhaps the most grueling test of endurance
around, but it was conquered by a La Salle grad.
Deirdre Tennant , '94, compet ed in the lronman
Triathlon World Championship in Kailua -Kona,
Hawa ii, on Oct. 6, 2001 . She placed second in her age
group and 18th overall among
women. More than 50,000 triath letes from more than 50 countries
attempt to qualify for this event
each year.
The lronman consists of a 2.4mile swim , a 112-mile bike race,
and a 26.2-mile run, which m ust
be completed wit hin the allotted
17-hour t ime frame. Tra ining for
the race typically requ ires 18 t o 24
hours per week for six t o eight
months to develop the stamina
and endu rance needed to com plete the 140.6-m ile event .
According to Tennant, participants battled 50-m ile-per- hour
winds during the bike race. Some
competitors were blown from their
Deirdre Tennant, '94
bikes, and the heat caused many
to become sick and dehydrated. Tennant overcame
these obstacles and completed the race in 10 hours,
32 minutes and 10 seconds.
"It was a great experience," said Tennant, who lives

I

1985 I A daughter,
Eli sabeth Marian, to Gregory
A. Burton (B.A.) and Mary
Senn-Burton (B.A. '86).

1988 I A daughter,
Alexandra Hennessy, to
Frank M. Chomenko (B.S.)
and Victori a Hennessy
Chomenko; a daughter,
Maria Mi chele, to Mark
Delpo (B.S.) and Michele Di
Filippo Delpo (B.S. '89); a
daughter, Grace, to Tom
Hennigan (B.S.) and
Annmarie Hill-Hennigan
(B.S.); a on, Brendan
Gerard, to Karen Cantello
O'Kane (B.S.) and Jerry
O ' Kane.

1989 I A son, Willi am
James, to Mi s y and Jim
Gulick (B.A.).
1990 I A daughter,
Brianna Margaret, to Anne
Preisler Groch (B.A.);
a daughter, Emma Marie, to
John and Michelle
(Ackenback) Weiss (B.A.).
1991 I A daughter, Mary
Cate, to Joseph and Traci
DiDomenico Bruno (B.A.);
a son, Jonathan, to Stephen
and Tina (Beese) HahnsGriffiths (B.A.).
1992 I Tw in daughters,
Ka ey Patricia and Erin
Frances, to Dan and Helen
(Monaghan) Cottrell (B.S.);

in Kailua. " I started my training in May 2000 with my
objective being to compete in the lronman, and I was
able to meet my goal within a year."
Tennant plans to focus on and compete in Olympic
distance triathlons for the upcoming triathlon season
and eventually turn professional.
"I don't know how long I will be
pursuing triathlon competitions but
I do know that I am having a great
time right now," said Tennant, who
was a varsity scholarship swimmer
at La Salle. "One insight I have
gained from participating in the
lronman is that as long as you
are determined, the mind and the
body can be pushed beyond your
expectations."
The lronman can now be added
to Tennant's long list of accomplishments, including her firstplace female finish in both the
Honolulu International Triat hlon
and in the Tinman Triathlon, also in
Honolulu. She finished sixth place
female in the 2001 Keavhou Kona
Triathlon and is a record holder in several individual
and relay events at La Salle; she was also named
MVP for both the MAAC and the National Catholic
Conference Meet.

a daughter, Sara i Soafl onia, to
Stefan and Nicole (Anderson)
Johnson (B.A.); a son,
Brendan Thomas, to Thomas
LaSerre and Jennifer
Hallinan-LaSerre (B.S. '94);
a daughter, Nicole Elizabeth,
to Kathleen (Loughman)
Ramsey (B.A.); twin sons,
Brian Patri ck and Charles
Granville, to James and
Patricia Browne Spurrier
(B.A.).

1993 I A daughter, Olivia
Paige, to Christopher R. De
Santo (B.S.) and Rosa Ann
M. Cacia De Santo (B.S.
'94); a daughter, Sarah Anne,
to William and Barbara
Binnig Dymowski (B.S);

twi n sons, Nathan Anthony
and Nicholas Taylor, to
Benjamin Suit (B.S.) and
Jennife r Berkenstock; a
daughter, Lauren, to Joe and
Kristin (Falcone) Visalli
(B.A.).

1994 I A son, Erik
Willi am, to Kristina M.
Trommer-Fisher (B.A.);
a son, Ryan James, to Jim
and Kelly (Kershner)
Walker (B.A.).
1995 I A daughter,
Hannah Kai tl yn, to Edward
and Johanna Schaff (B.A.).
1999 I A son, Zachary
Joseph, to Nicole Cherill
(B.S.) and Joseph Miller.
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McGovern (B.A.) to JohnPaul Mount; Denise Vizza
(B.A.) to Robert Brand.

Marriages
19731
Donald Miller
(B.S.) to Sue

1949 John A. Lynch

1964 Stanley T. Pietrzyk

1950 Edward Carey

1965 Raymond V. Duckworth
Dr. Martin "Tex"
Durkin
John W. Lynch
John J. Schneider

1951 Terrence A. Kerr Sr.

1997 I Julie
Zimmerman (M.A., B.A.
'93) to Kevin Michael

Bolger.

19831
Mary Ann
Donald Miller
Sciamanna,
D.O. (B.A.), to

1952 Charles Kienzle
Frank R. Lyndh
Raymond McMahon
William A. Mullen Jr.

O' Malley.

1998 I Michael J. Lear
(B.S.) to Tracy Rogala.

Will iam H. Kirchner.

1 999 I Colleen Bridget

1991 I Patrick Sheridan
(B.S.) to Dana M. Gregg
(B.S. '92).

Sherry (B.A.) to Jon David
Schroeder.

1993 I Jennifer
Janczewski (B.A.) to Jamie
Brennan; Michael J. Ney
(B.S.) to Suzanna N.
T hompson; Benjamin Suit
(B.S.) to Jennifer

In Memoriam
1936 Albert Crawfo rd Jr.
Richard B. Mitchell

Berkenstock.

1938 George Kane Hoefl ing

1953 Thomas P. McKenney
Val Woj tak

Boros (B.S.); Patrice

1969 George W. Heffner

1958 John J. Byrne
Arthur J. Delaney Jr.
Leroy A. Jones

1972 Anthony Barba
Michael J. McGranaghan
1974 De nnis J. Collins

1959 James Esposito
Thomas J. Spratt

1975 ldawease Gri swold
Randy J. Mil ou

1960 Barry John Zambrycki

1977 Robert T. Cornelison
Jr. , Ph.D.
Mary F. McLaughl in

1962 Charles J . Bovcky Jr.
Will iam B. Schobert Jr.
Andrew M . Smith

1939 Joseph A. Brett

(B.S.) to M ichael Stankavage;
Andrea Hall (B.S.) to Paul

1968 Russell G. Clements Jr.

1954 Paul Robert Morrison

1937 Joseph A. DeLuca

1 996 I Tracy Brinkos

1966 Richard A. Gedaka Sr.
Paul M. McGill Jr.,
D.D.S.

1963 Dr. Jeff Damsker, M .D.
James J. Kenyon
Capt. John J. Lyons

1941 Thomas Breen
1948 Gerard C. C lauss

1982 Daniel Rodman Walker
1997 Marie F. Bussmann
Brian M. Niemczak
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D
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planned giving

D

chapter act ivities

Mark your calendar for

May18

Remember: Reunion can only
be a success if you are there!

Did You
Know...
• Education is the second largest major
at La Salle University.
• La Salle's Graduate Education Program offers
students the opportunity to engage in multiple
practicum experiences prior to certification,
while other programs typically require only
one semester of student teaching after the
completion of all coursework.

• In 1986, La Salle was the first university
in the United States to combine elementary and
special education into one unified program.
• La Salle's undergraduate Education majors begin
their fieldwork during their freshman year. This
allows them opportunities to experience several
different school settings, such as urban, suburban,
public, private, parochial, and charter.
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